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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
A Study of the Characteristics of Successful Small
Black-owned Enterprises in Dade County,
Florida
by
Granville Alfonso Dickson
Florida International University, 1991
Miami, Florida
Professor Douglas H. Smith, Major Professor
The purpose of this investigation was to examine the
characteristics of the successful small black-owned
enterprises in Dade County, Florida. A descriptive and
correlational research approach was employed in this study,
in which there were two phases: an initial questionnaire
study of 353 small black-owned businesses, and an interview
study of 20 randomly selected most successful and 20 least
successful small black entrepreneurs.
The main conclusions in the study are (1) the
characteristics are not the same for all successful small
black-owned firms, (2) success factors are not identical for
all small black-owned firms, (3) the majority of small
black-owned firms are deficient in critical successs factors,
(4) the relationship between staff development, leadership
styles, HRD skills and success is significant, (5) the
majority of small black entrepreneurs are not extremely aware
of the value of staff development to the success of their
firms.
The recommendations for further research are (1)
experimental studies need to be carried out to analyse
further the relationship between HRD skills and success in
black-owned firms as the findings of this study should be
treated as exploratory, (2) to confirm or disconfirm the
findings as, unlike this study, other studies have reported a
significant relationship between certain selected critical
factors and success in small firms, (3) to test the
relationship between the awareness of staff development (as a
success factor) and success in small black-owned firms, and
(4) to examine further the relationship between leadership
styles and success in small black-owned firms.
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CHAPTER INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been increasing emphasis in
the United States on the need to expand and diversify the
small business sector of the national economy. The sector is
credited with significant contributions to the economic
well-being of the United States in the areas of employment
development creation, 
economic growth, income 
generation and 
the
technology , 1988). Ibrahim
business and Goodwin (1986) 
state that the 
success of the 
small
sector is important to both the stability and
well-being of the economies of the United States and Canada.
small The contribution of the business sector to the
stability and growth of the American economy is related to
the success of the v 1 enterprise. Nadler (1986) notes
that all r t both the successful and the
unsuccessful, commence it operations 1 three basic
inputs for success-, financial resources (money and
securities), physical resources (equipment, tools,
facilities), and human resources Nadler
develop 
(1986) observes that:
The management team had to h ,
1
achievement 
cal resources. If an 
organization's success 
i
equated to the of goals, as it certainly
should be, the enterprise achieves that mission through
well-developed and well-managed resources. Hence, the
ultimate responsibility organization's
managers rests with its .
comprehensive Nadler (1986) links human resource development (HRD) to
the successful operation of a business when he views HRD as.0
organization's _ 
__a
vicarious 
both learni 
experiential, 
experiences 
that are keyed to the i
4for existence (profit, survival, service, product, and
).
small n the case of enterpr_ L: viability is also
dependent on the factors outlined by Nadler - financial
resources, 
resources, physical resources. 
entrepreneur has littl over the availability
capital physical and resources. ]
that the small entrepreneur can directly promote the success
of the firm provision critical
latter include staff support and development, the product of
availability HRD programs. 
The adequacy of such programs 
depends partly on
the 
Goodwin Ibrahim and (1986) report 
- a irial
behavior, ,.c . skills, and interpersonal skills are key
firms. factors in the succes of small i proposition
reinforced by the findings of Evans and Evans (1988) that the
success of small manufacturing is largely f
the participation of top management at all levels of :
3enterprise, and by the skills of key personnel. Although
there is no single cause of small business success (""-'rter,
1974), some researchers regard managerial and entrepreneurial
iskills as crucial variables in the viability of small firms
(Holbek, 
Hope, The foregoing factors are also 
_re_-__.it to successful
black-owned 
small enterprises. question examined is the characteristics of successful small
enterprises black-owned in Dade County, Florida. The general
black-owned characteristics of small businesses are analysed.
Critical 
success small relationship between the quantity of critical factors and
success in black-owned firms evelopment as a determinant of success is assessedlf- and the
awareness of its impact on success deter I.ned. The
relationship leadership styles in small
® is analysed. Finally, the relationshipblack-owned firms etween HRD skills and success in small black-owned
enterprises 
is evaluated. 
-o the ProblemBackgrox-.. 
study,
As a framework for the it is important to review
the different settings within which small firms operate. In
1 section, the general population of small enterprises in
United the 1 discussed, and the status of the small
in Dade County, Florida, is examined. A briefbusiness
description small in the United
States is provided. Finally, analysis of small black-owned
businesses in Dade County is presented.
S Bus i, - -
Chilton (1984) states that small enterprises account
product ofpal nationally 38 percent 
of 
the 
gross 
However,
the United States. receive they total
federal 
_ expenditures iportant efforts firms is entrenched in Public Law 95-507 enacted in 1978.
One of the principal provisions irms receive all federal contracts of $10,000 orless (10%
of total requires
small contract 
bids over $500,000 to include 
a plan to subcontract
businesses.sections 
of the 
work to
Toncre (1983) notes that as the American
expectation 
expanded in the 1980s, there was the government 
circles that the small business sector would play
a more dynamic role in the process of economic growth. The
Economic Report of the President to the Congress (1987)
states that in 1 prices, low interest rates, and
continuous development provided a setting in which small
businesses could flourish. The state of the small busill-I
sector i 1986,
the fourth straight year of economic growth. Economic
accomplishments during the period from fourth quarter 1982 to
fourth quarter 1986 involved a 17% expansion l
26% increase 3 manufacturing production, only a 13.3%
rise i price
Economic The indicates that small business
active formation was 186, particularly in the trade and
service industries. The national larger trend toward firms
and the accompanying decline in small enterprises was
reversed. arrested and temporarily Large dominated
whereas smallemployment, sectors such as manufacturing lost dominated
business industries trade services
gained employment.
Economic The Report President
(1 l indicates there minority-owned
enterprises in the iUnited States in 1986. Of these ,
were owned by Asians, 339,239 by blacks, and 248,141
Hispanics. About 1.8% of the minority population were
entrepreneurs in 1982, compared to 6.9% of the nonminority
population. minority _
69% of the 1 nonminority enterprises - were sole
proprietorships.
The Economic Report of 'L:_ President to the Congress
(1989) states that small businesses employment creation. Employment in small business dominated 'Industries
had increased by 4.9%, while 1 large
dominated 
number continued small businesses to increase. Over 19 million
filed nonfe bus'ness tax returns were , ompared
13 million 1 980. filed Returns were million
million corporations, 1.8 partnerships, and 13.2 million sole
proprietorships. Fewer than 77,000 of these enterprises r
businesses 
regarded as large employees 
_:_---e used to define small and medium-sized firms.
Despite in the number enterprises,of small business 
small failures 
continued 
relatively high
failure ate. Recent data suggest a seventy
percent (Steiner & Solem, s Ibrahim & l 1
stated that Dun and Bradstreet reports predicted that only
firms one of three business l 1986 would still be
business 1990
Certain facilities have been instituted in the United
minimize States o incidence small _ business failure,
and to promote the growth and develc- o ,. of the sector. The
established chief agency Small Business Administration
i is a ; , Ll agency set up in 1
assist 
premier 
resource 
small has more than 1 throughout country, permanent staff of about 3,600. The SBA has many co-sponsored
projects private companies, colleges and universities.
It also has some successful volunteer programs, such as the
Service Corps of Retired
small 
In its effort to promote development, following support of the SBAhasbe n ocused on l® D vlopment Bu in ss
7training, consulting, information, and conferences.
2. Financial 
-, bonding
assistance, direct and other and indirect financial
support.
0 
Assistance 
Contract 
- helping 
small 
enterprises 
obtain government 
contracts.
4. Advocacy - representing small business interests
before Congress and other federal agencies.
inesses in Dade Cou
Cggnty
county 
c, 'I Bus* 
Flor*da
Dade County Is 
the 
largest Florida. The Metro-Dade 
County Planning Department (1985)
reports the size of the population in recent decades as
1,267,792 1970, 1,625,781 3 1980, and 1,780,000 in 1984.
projected The populations 1990, 1995 and
presented the year 20000 are 1.
Table 1
ections for April Dade Coun Made on 1. 1989
for 1990_,_
Years Projgg
1990 11889,039
1995 11996,431
2000 1 1083,029
Source: Florida 1989 t
As indicated in Table 1, it was anticipated in 1989 that
the population for Dade County would rise
until the year 2000.
Metro-Dade Comprehensive Annual Financial Report )
widely states that Dade County in recent years has started to shift
from a tourist-oriented 
economy to one in which there is
diversified 
substructure. 
Florida manufacturing are vibrant economic subsectors in Dade County.
The share of Dade County in the growing tourist trade of
economic 
attractiveness 
as a residential area to skilled labor, and
® selection location for major and smaller light
industries v combined with tourism to create a diversified
economic base.
In - - providesCounty, the SBA i standard services. There are also local chambers 
of
minority 
addtion, members. In Small the 
.. m-
i located at Florida International University in
® a provides services consultation Miami. The SBDC (b) training programs (c) an Innovation Program
gives which assistance inventors,
designed 
and (d) the International Trade Center firms interested
small In 
order to gain 
an adequate understanding 
of the
relative position 
of the black 
business sector in 
the
American economy, it is --ssary to describe briefly the
setting in which it operates. The Bureau of the Census 7
points out that in 1987 there were 424,165 black-owned firms
in the United States, a significant decline from the 561,395
enterprises indicated in the 1977 census. However, Dingle
(1986) reports that since 
firms ecoming faster than the business sector as whole, less
dependent on black consumers for their sales. For example,
the largest black-owned industrial service i
the United States grew 14.4% in revenue in 1988,
the 
'7.6% growth of the Fortune 500, according Enterprise magazine's list of the 100 biggest
black-owned businesses 1 Sentinel, e1. ).
firms Moreover, black-owned have been exhibiting a slightly
more diversified activity.
Table 2 presents selected .characterist,., of black and
nonminority businesses United 1983. The
characteristics highlighted are entrepreneurial experience
Table and type of education. black tend to have more business experience, more college education
vocational 
and complete more businesses. nonminori
nonminorlity business owners are comparable on the other
1characteristics.
Table
Selected i 1983
Characteristics Non-m4narilies Blacks
Entrepreneurial 
Business 
1
Employee 11. 11.4%
Manager 22.0% 27.4%
Education:
Mean Years of School 15.2%
College 
Type 
of Education:Some 
.A
Business Courses 51.5% 1.
Vocational ®' : = 1-
Source: JACA ®, 1986.
Dingle (1986) observes that black firms might experience
difficulties evere in the future. Although the Small
Business t 1986, both
appropriationthe House and the Senate approved cut the expenditures of the agency by 1,
and dropped same
programs is that the fee for the
guaranteed loans of the Small Business Administration has
increased from one percent to two percent; while
guarantee has been reduced from 90% to 80%. Simultaneously,
expenditures for the SBA's direct lending program have been
slashed from $257 million million.
Dingle (1986) also argues that in the future i
difficult be more black obtain
private financing from the rather conservative. i (1987) reports that most small
enterprises black-owned are still dependent on the black
community their survival and prosperity. 1
points is on the international
increased 
economy, foreign competition, 
tight sluggish economic have been observed. Black-owned
enterprises must adapt to i exacting situation
their survival prosperity. and Over the past decade
the penetration of t American market foreign competitors
constantly 
has increased. 
continue would i the future.
Hylton (1988) also argues that American corporations
must adopt inventive 
techniques, inovative products, order to compete successfully in the
international market. Asian countries c
as Japan, Taiwan, Singapore and Korea, manufacture various
i quality .. efficiency their
competitors 
i United 
i situation provides ajor challenge to black-owned busines-,- which must improve
their competitive position 
order survive irms Hylton (1988) reports that black less
12
than 5% of 1 enterprises.
general markets in their effort to achieve growth and
diversification, quality their managerial i
expected to become even r crucial. is a need for
larger talent i the black business
sector. This situation underscores the urgent need for staff
development i black i order their
survival lack-owned Small Ent s 1in Dade Co Flor*da
Thomas 1
enterprises black-owned 2,148,
rising figre 3,885 in 1982. The Metro-Dade y
Planning Department (1986) reported t 
accounted approximately 18% of the County's population, yet owned only
one percent of the business entities in 1986, the same as in
3 The majority of the black-owned firms were then in the
i i Ii. Theand y were usually small in si
employees. owner-operated with no Generally, black-ownedthe 
employed 
firms 
which 
workers 
had one-third 
the number 
of
employees
Metro-Dade County Planning Department (1986) also pointed out
that below average pay scales combined a low employment
levels to produce low payroll average
black-owned business.
Black The Metro-Dade Office of (1987) reported
enterprises 
that small black-owned
13
were concentrated in a variety of service-oriented
industries. automobile Those included maintenance, personal
services, home improvement/ maintenance, construction trades,
engineering/electrical services, services,
wholesaling/retailing, import/export, ffairs and educational
services.
The Metro-Dade Office of Black (1987) also
totalstated that in 1981 only about two percent of the spending of Dade County for major services was channelled to
black-owned enterprises. Simultaneously less than four
percent of Dade County's construction contracts was allocated
to black-owned firms. Consequently, the Metro-Dade Commission
set up a Black Business Participation Task Force to conduct a
disparity study. On November 3, 1981, . E' -.-
C" i endorsed findings which
indicated black-owned businesses participated
proportionately in the economic development of Dade County.
Commission authorized formulation
programs and measures to improve the situation in which
black-owned enterprises operated.
On May 4, 1982, the Metro-Dade Commission approved an
ordinance for contracts 'in
respect to professional architectural, engineering,
architectural landscaping, and l services, had
to incorporate an affirmative being
certified by the County.
14
On May 18,, $ i 'm "ommision approved
administrative _ requiring each County department
to formulate a percentage goal for utilizing black-owned
entervrises that -' , professional services. The order
recc _ __-_ : 17% all professional
service contracts to black-owned businesses, but permitted
each department to i its own target based on the kind of
services required, and the availability of capable
black-owned businesses to meet the needs identified.
In addition to the services of the SBA and the SBDC,
black entrepreneurs l might T_--! the
services of the Miami/Fort Lauderdale Minority busir
Developoment Center. That -. i
planning, the areas of ma,,, !, l procurement/construction,
finance, exporting, marketing, and computer data systems.
4® s'7 6 fa. 'tom :a a T i J"
The crucial role of the small business sector in
the growth and development of the American economy has been
r a w The success rate among small businesses has had a
itve impact on the performance of the national firms Small 
---
than over the other two 1
physical 
esources and skills use ithin in business. Hence, the capacity to create the needed skills
has a direct relationship
recognized 
15
has small 1 national
Business development, 
and accordingly 
has supplied 
substantial
resources 
through the Small 
Administration.
Despite this support, the rate of failure among small
enterprises continues to be high. i
particularly 
evident 
f 
small 
United the 
funding 
.
.
.
the 1980s, .increased competition, tight markets, sluggish
economic growth, and a shortage of entrepreneurial,
managerial, and other skills at all levels within the firm.
In Dade County, certain facilities are in place to
assist small entrepreneurs in their effort to achieve
survival and success. Small black-owned businesses account
fraction for a firms in Dade County. i important
to investigate the characteristics of successful black-owned
enterprises. This knowledge would contribute to the growth
and development of the black small business in Dade
County.
Purpose of the Study
1 : .ain purpose of this study is to examine the
characteristics of the successful small blackCL___ ad
enterprises -in 1. _ -, County, Florida. -I--, focus is or the
relationship between the characteristics r and not
on any causal relationship there might be between them.
few have examined the relationship between
i tical factors and success i operation n the
small 
16
enterprises. r extensively dis-IT- -d in the
next chapter, the review of literature. However, there i
dearth of research on the characteristics of successful
small businesses, especially black-owned businesses. This
future study attempts to give direction to causal-comparative
experimental 
and black-owned 
enterprises.
Rationale for the Study
This study was undertaken for specific five problem is of direct interest to the investigator, as
it is related to his professional background. He was trained
as a small c +_ 6 consultant, and worked for ten years as
the Executive it Small Businesses Development
anticipated Center in Kingston, Jamaica.
2. The study has theoretical and practical significance.
It is insights gained concerning the
relationship i small
black-owned «A.. -:' t AMUld contribute to the development of a
comprehensive theoretical 
framework 
effectively more analyse the multiplicity of problems facing
small r i .- ila
i particular.
business 3. The small black in Dade County, Florida,
potential 
as the growth that the emphasis on critical factors in this study would
stimulate .. lam introduction 
-'A. r 1l,
firms 
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and small black-owned 
i particular.
problem 4. The i researchable in that the required data
could be collected and analysed. accessible,The 
subjects 
are 
information, 
they have 
the 
needed 
collection 
instrument 
could 
either 
be identified 
or
developed.
5. There 7 still need for extensive i all areas
of small operations ' i )
i the hope of this study that the results would
greater contribute to a characteristics
of successful small black-owned firms. From that base of
information, specific guidelines hopefully
established resources for all
people in ci to take the step into entrepreneurship,,
particularly blacks.
Major .
studies Many such as those by Udell (1978) and _,ig
(1986) have concluded that small enterprises
unsuccessful due to a combination studies
such as those conducted by 1 (1975), Fisseha (1982),
Hope (1983), Dickson and (1983), 
advanced have proposition deficiency skills is the
principal failure in the small business community.
Researchers such as Nicholson (1983), Ibrahim Goodwin
(1986), Olson (1987), and Thomas (1988) have discussed many
characteristics successful entrepreneurs.
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From collective studies, which are further
specific discussed 'in the next chapter, 
the primary research 
question
and seven have been developed,
and they form the framework of this study.
The primary this study is as follows:
What are the characteristics successful small
black-owned firms?
effectively In order to primary question,
the following secondary questions have been formulated:
.. What r characteristics small
black-owned firms?
2. What critical factors r essential smallfor 
success in 
black-owned firms?
3. Is there any relationship between the amount of critical
factors and success in small black-owned firms?
4. 
development 
Is staff in small black-owned firms?
5. If so, are small black entrepreneurs aware of the role
of staff development in the success of their firms?
6. Does the leadership styles of small black entrepreneurs
affect success i their firms?
small 7. Is there any 
relationship between 
HRD skills and success
black-owned firms?
questions From the foregoing following seven
null hypotheses:
® The general characteristics are the same for _ l
small 
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successful 
black-owned firms. 
This null hypothesis
addresses question one.
2. The critical factors essential for success are identical
in all small black-owned firms. i 1 hypothesis
question addresses two.
3. There i relationship 
b-t itcal factors and success i i 1
l black-owned i . i
null hypothesi.s addresses question three.
development 4. Staff i not one of the determinants
success 3 small black-owned firms. This null hypothesis
_-- 
_- question four.
black 5. Small entrepreneurs aware of the role of
staff development i it firms. i l
question hypothesis addresses five.
6. The 
.1. idership styles 
black entrepreneurs 
their affect success in firms. This null hypothesis
question six.
7. There i skills
-,-,Lll black-owned firms. hypothesis This null addresses
question seven.
Significance 
In the 1970s and 1980s many research studies and
articles addressed various small
enterprises, including the problems which often resulted in
bankruptcies 
was a 1 empirically-based 
normative descriptive
studies 
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concerning
small most empirical research 
had dealt ex post 
with causes of
business failure or success.
In view of the i incidence in the
small business sector, more research into the characteristics
of small business suG ___ ,_, is required. More emphasis on
success factors would enhance the rate of survival among
small businesses, thereby increasing their impact on
development in Dade County, Florida. Small firms have little
control over the environmental variables affecting their
operations such as market 1 r market share, and
production However, the quality of the human resources
determines in the firm significantly environmental
factors are handled. The extent c Ych a small firm
development undertakes staff 1 capacity to
relate to i, :ogenous forces in the economy. This study is
---gree to which 
small partly designed to determine thf c *tical factors would assist the entrepreneur 
i
successfully managing the firm.
If the relationship Al k L13
characteristics and success is found to be very significant,
4
the former could be used to predict success in black-owned
small enterprises.
w
Definitlon of Terms
The following definitions were designed to facilitate
operational the limitations this study:
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1 ®L
Critical factors are those that are considered vital to
growth, development 
and success of a business, leadership style, availability
skills.
development 
Rip --irce DevelL. 
---.
t Staff
Human --.=source 
i defined of staff development 
whereby the employees i organization
are equipped i requisite skills for efficiency and
growth. HRD i c--,--sed of the functions of training,
education, development.and 
Traip-
NaC-- p (1986) states that training involves provision to the individual of the skills, knowledge and
attitu- i
currently engaged to do. The primary responsibility
enterprise small entrepreneur is to manage the efficiently.
Initially, 
small the entrepreneur separate dr 
-tments in the firm, and 
--loy professional
thestaff to perform the various functions. Consequently,
entrepreneur acquire has to requisite managerialsmall
skills 
effectively 
supervise employees. The managerial skills which the small entrepreneur
needs i order to run his business are 'in the areas of
planning, organizing, staffinq, directing, controlling.
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-
Nadler 1986) defines education as the preparation of
individual the 
identiied 
3 i n the organization in the near future. As the business
in the area ofgrows expands and I . : _ .
senioreducation prepare the small entrepreneur and pers------l
various to manage a business with i
becomes more complex and unwieldy, entrepreneur the assigns
bility for different departmentalresponsi
perform 
managers 
who need the relevant 
skills to their inanc in areas as marketing, 
production, 
accounting.
Develg9ment
Nadler (1986) defines C-- -lopment as the process whereby
the iindividual is provided with the necessary skills so that
D- grows develops
time. over pertaining development research,
planning.forecasting 
and 
a
The 
HRD 
iskills 
that 
are 
required 
successfully 
learning are the i
instructionali. Determine 
projects 
appropriate 
for 
d v lopm nt.
11 Conduct needs assessments.
111. Assess learner characteristics.
tasks,
ivy structural Analyse the characteristics jobs,
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and content.
v. Write statements of learner outcomes.
v. characteristics Analyse the environment.
vii. Sequence learner outcomes.
instructional vii. Specify strategies
ix. Sequence learner activities.
x. Determine instructional resources appropriate
instructional activities.
xi. Evaluate instruction.
course, 
xii. Create 
management 
systems.
i monitor instructional development projects.
xiv. effectively Communicate visual, oral, written
form.
xv. Demonstrate i i 79 a process,
consulting
and behavior.
Net profit 
1 surplus (including overheads) have been deducted from total revenue.
Success
For the purpose of this study, success i
categories. three Firstly, successful small black
years, firm is one which 
has been in business 
for a minimum of 
five
during which it ageneri-.' a net profit for the entire
period. Secondly, the l successful small black i
business one which has been in for a minimum of 3 years,
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but has earned a net profit for three to four of the previous
five years. Thirdly, the least successful small black firm is
which one i business for at least five years,
realized 
but
has 
profit 
i years.
assisted 
Bus
A mall 
business 
is cne in 
w I lAch the 
entrepreneur, 
even
ill 
professional 
staff, 
i i 
control
the decision-making process. Such a firm has gross annual
sales up to $5 million, workforce and a 100 or less.
The terms small business, enterprise, small l
proprietorship, small and i are used interchangeably
assumptions 
throughout 
this 
study.
AssumptionsThe 
following 
this 
study:
1. Small black entrepreneurs in Dade County, Florida, -.
basically desirous of success in their business endeavours.
2. The relationship critical success
was measureable.
3. Access to developmental facilities in Dade County,
Florida, principle was based on the equal opportunity.
black 4. Small in Dade County, Florida, were
willing 
implement 
appropriate 
strategies 
i their firms.
® Employees i small black-owned enterprises
academic 
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attitudinal 
prerequisites 
benefit 
application 
of HRD skills.
6. Succ Z small black entrepreneurs possessed the
requisi te leadership ill
" Limitations The following factors are considered constraints on the
generalizability of the results of this study:
1. Since a number of factors might ,.;
black-owned enterprises, generalizability of the
results of the study i limited.
2. This study i mainly concerned with the characteristics
of successful small black-owned enterprises, and not with any
causal relationship characteristics
control 
3. The researcher has no over setting the study, and i only measuring 
what already exists.collected 4. The data i this study were based on the
perceptIons situation
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Introduction
The study of the characteristics
black-owned Florida, calls for a
review pertinent literature concerning
The selection literature i i (. to provide a
objective of this study.
analysis 
background 
of 
knowledge 
essential 
to an 
understanding 
Of
This chapter 
'IS 01 ,,.Alized 
into two 
parts. 
The first 
part
contains 
an 
previous 
empirical 
studies
related to 
the problem 
of this study. 
The question 
of a
small comprehensive management theory for business i
examined. Studies related to small business management, the
factors critical to success in small businesses, small
business failures, and training and development are revic
The second part provides a summary of the literature review.
m
irical S-'_T- L-s Related to the Problem
The empirical studies related to the problem being
addressed in this study are reviewed under the captions
presented in this section.
!h4 n Man,, Ji it The
p ' (1988) s
all areas of small business management were still in need of
in-depth investigation. No comprehensive management theory
for small business existed, and no all-encompassing
theoretical framework j t
firms. 
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small Typologies 
in several of the
areas . -i which yielded a number of relationships
among many variables. Those relationships could be utilized
as indicators of the functioning of small businesses. The
viewed 
typologies developed might be important theory building, which could 
_-lt in the formulation 
ofworthwhile constructs.
Holbek (1975) regarded management as a crucial variable
i economic Pecorella
(1978) proposed a methodology to describe current-value
human resource accounting ) to aid management in
decision-making, and generate infor-tion concerning tl,-
organizational 
policies of the organization's human resources. A two-phase study was
developed to investigate the nature of the relationship
between the human organization organizational
effectivei. -. Results indicated small r
could 
the human organization yield significant di c G
Hope (1983) stated that most c _: --aintained
including that certain 
aspects of small business 
management could 
be
taught analysis, marketing?
formation, business proposal and business preparation.
education Consequently, higher might be a significant
contributing factor to performance and - .-
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business. Hope (1985) 1 noted that the participants in the
believed 
study 
their 
contributed 
success, 
and stressed the need for practical 
Factors Critical. 
to Success
Nicholson (1983), in discussing the concept of
excellence in managing a small business in the rapid growth
certain stage, identified successful small
included entrepreneur. They idependence, motivation,
creativity, and communication skills. The study cited
statistics which indicated that the successful entrepreneur
was not necessarily a supernaturally gifted young person
little formal education or company experience. Rather,
excellence 
rapidly growing 
entrepreneur 
a new style of management and luck. The
might
acquire i managerial skills through training,
education and development, the strategies used in HRD.
Success i a of a small
entrepreneur. Olson (1987) stated that the start-up phase of
business a small critical to its eventual survival and
success. During that phase, the desirable traits of key
personnel incl--------- (a) role orientation, (b) a high to_'_rL1_1_b
for ambiguous, unstructured situations, (c) an ability to
adopt the long-range view, (d) a willingness to assume
moderate risk, (e) both intuitive and analytical skills, and
(f) a i for attitudes achievement. Such and skills
are usually the products of a human resource development
indispensable 
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program which is 
in the modern small 
business.
Olson (1987) phase,reported 
that during 
the 
start-up 
the entrepreneurial 
irm had few divisions. 
could increase the firm's chances for success included )
employees generalists () flexible, informal
control system, (c) close communication
location network, and (d) decision authority
entrepreneur. Olson (1987) also noted that in the
firm's phase, the 'il-sis shifted from conceptual
development organizational systems and
processes which effective utilization
innovative ideas. 
during icluded establishment various functional
departments, (b) the introduction requiring
specialized skills, (c) the development of hierarchical
decision mechanisms, and (d) the installation of quasi-fi..--.
rules.control carried In a study Ibrahim Goodwin (1986),
set of variables associated with a successful businesssmall 
identfied. 
The results 
ndcated 
that i i i entrepreneurialbehavior, measured personality attributes, was
iperceived in small businesses.
with, That finding was consistent r----
related i which personality traits
w(risk T_ -, structure,cognitive 
inovation) 
were important dimensions identifying
succesful30
successful entrepreneurs from the general population
(Brockhaus, 1980; Sexton and Bowman, 1983). Chaganti and
Chaganti (1983) argued that in respect to "profitable and
not-so-profitable small business", innovation, creativity,
and managerial competence were key success factors for small
businesses.
A second key success factor identified by Ibrahim and
Goodwin (1986) was the concept of managerial skills. That
conclusion was supported by previous research (Khan & Roca,
1982; Chaganti & Chaganti, 1983), which suggested that
managerial competence and niche strategy were among the
principal features of successful small firms.
Two other important but less significant success
factors, highlighted by Ibrahim & Goodwin (1986), were
interpersonal skills and analysis of environmental
characteristics. Those findings emphasized the need for
training in strengthening the skills of the personnel in
communication and environmental analysis. The findings
supported the proposition that there was a high correlation
between staff development and success in small enterprises.
The arguments about small business success in general
are also relevant to black small enterprises. Thomas (1988)
reported that black entrepreneurs cited the following factors
as important for success: reliable employees (96.2%),
knowledge of market (90.6%), available operating capital
(88.7%), dedicated employees (83%), trained managers (82.4%),
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trained employees (78.8%), access to capital (77.8%), terms
of loan (74%), cost of capital (74%), knowledge of
competition (69.2%), set asides (66%), size of loan (66%),
fair competition (64.6%), credit required (64%),
equity/assets required (64%), technical assistance (62%),
educated employees (61.5%), location (61.5%), better
segmentation of the market (61.2%), better advertising
(60.8%), collateral required (59.2%), and an open market
(58.3%). A review of the latter data emphasized the
significance of the quality of human resources to the success
of small businesses.
Evans and Evans (1988) attributed the success of a small
manufacturing enterprise to four factors: top management
involvement at all levels of the operation, the upgrading of
the skills of the key personnel, new reporting procedures,
and the firm's close relationship with the local college.
These findings underscore the significant role of HRD
activities in the success of the small firm.
Thomas & Evanson (1987) investigated the relationship
between the use of financial ratios and small business
success. Regression analysis failed to indicate any
significant relationship between the number of financial
ratios used in decision-making to either earnings or total
earnings to sales. However, the findings did establish the
importance of location to the survival of a retail business.
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In a study conducted by Steiner & Solem (1988), it was
found that age and education of the manager were not related
to the success of the firm. However, managerial experience
and prior experience in a similar or identical type of
business might contribute to the successful operation of the
business. In the study, all of the successful firms'
owner/managers had prior managerial experience, as compared
to three quarters of the less successful owner/managers.
Schilit (1986), in a study of entrepreneurial success,
delineated certain guidelines for growth which included (a)
learning to set priorities from the earliest stage of the
business, (b) monitoring the business environment constantly,
(c) maintaining a long-range orientation, avoiding too much
reliance on logic, (d) encouraging entrepreneurial thinking
throughout the business. Such skills and attitudes were best
generated by a HRD program designed to satisfy the specific
needs of the individual firm.
Rock (1987) noted that the difficulty inherent in the
day-to-day decisions required in managing a small business
was one explanation as to why some entrepreneurs succeeded
and others failed. A business plan provided an instrument
to evaluate the performance of the entrepreneur. Rock (1987)
pointed out further that a new firm would experience problems
if it lacked a rigid accounting department. Commitment to the
business is vital, and the entrepreneur must be objective in
evaluating the firm's progress. Rock (1987) also concluded
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that the - of a successful small entrepreneur
included (a) knowing whom to listen to and when, (b) knowing
which questions to r and (c) knowing when to bring in
outside iskills, and the types of skill needed.
3 (1984) reported that a group of iv
identified the services shown in Ting able 3 as be*
Table Catgg.gries 
is 
- Used by Small. 3
Categgries Percent l
Financial Management 23
Business Management 23
Technical Assistance 19
Marketing 1
Personnel Management 12
Information Clearinghouse
Total 100
indicatesTable 3 single significantly appeared to be more L
However, integrating financial management, business
manag------,---it, marketing and personnel into a single category
relating small business function indicates
business that direct services classified
by the respondents. In i r technical assistance
services were cl*ted relatively ]infrequently. Consequently, it
development 
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was concluded that 
staff 
vi 1 element 1
successful the operation enterprises.
Carter (1974), after a study of a number of firms
receiving Small Business
Administration i t r- ,:echnical assistance, financial
award assistance and the non-competitive, negotiated
contracts for government ), concluded that there
was no single cause of success i small
c _ " 6 
firms.
-11 ~BusIness Failure
identified Udel et al (197) causes small
business bankruptcies, which included failure to accomplish
systematic financial strategic and planning, insufficient
internal Development D), lack of modern
equipment, and inability to keep abreast of state-of-the-ic
technological developments. 1 et al (1978) argued that, to
varying degrees, those i i were traceable to one
inadequate cause - Robinson
(1979) 
observed that the extensive 
consultants beyond the financial capability of small entrepreneurs.
Rimler (1976) 
small stated that most firms could afford to establish separate internal departments. The small
entrepreneur was compelled variety roles,
frequently failing to delegate tasks which could be better
performed by others. Consequently, small the entrepreneur in
the highly complex, competitive
variety skills survival
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Edmonds 
) reported 
1 nearly the cases, managerial incompetence of small black
entrepreneurs was a major cause of ifailure as shown in Table
" important Other causes failure were unbalanced
experience 119.9%), lack of managerial. experience ) 8
and lack of experience in line manag,.,--_,At (9.8%). Such
deficiences in the management of small black-owned firms
emphasis indicate the need for more development.
Table 4
Causes of l r
Causes Percent
Incompetence 44.4
Unbalanced experience 19.9
Lack of managerial experience
Lack of experience in line 9.8
Neglect 3.0
Fraud 1.3
Disaster 0.8
Unknown Cause 3.6
Total 100.0
Minks ) observed entrepreneurs were not
able to differentiate between generalized symptoms and
ific problems of their firms. i
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actions could not be taken i prevent failure. (1980) noted that 
- n small firms got i difficulties
because they had not used organization c techniques
in the solution of management problems. Chang (1986) revealed
failures 
that 
common 
factors 
contributing 
to business 
venture 
competition 
and the lack 
of capital.
Hambrick and Crozier (1985) suggested that many rapid
growth it failed because of mismanagement. 
Managing enterprise small with an emphasis on rapid grow h r{-
) a chief iexecutive who had the capacity to perceive
larger firm as a entity, ) the early engagement and
development of the team needed for the future, and )
reinforcement consistent original core vision of the
firm. tendencies capacities
nurtured within small appropriate program,
particularly component.
researchers Other identified specific cau,,,. if small
business failure. F: (1978) found that small businesses
had a difficult i obtaining sufficient operating capital.
Fisseha ) Dickson and (1983) identified the deficiency
skills of management problem facing small
businesses 
i general, especially 
manufacturing 
Insufficient managerial skills identified Wichman
prevalent (1983) as the most fall,,,-t-',
Hope ) entrepreneurial argued that training
instrumental in preventing failure. (1986) reported that
3the aggregate level business failurec a function of
business liquidity.
Traininc Development
Budke and Kerka (1988) reported 
training 
-- professionals performed 1 in assisting
improve people to performance 
environment. of the work Those professionals 
r debating
the existence of an integrated theoretical framework, and how
1 might support practice in their field. Human Performance
technology 
of study for I development. 
The l of the HPT
field was to employ a systems approach to staff development
knowledge, to ensure that the employees had the skills,
motivation environmental supports required to do their
jabs effectively and efficiently. In regard to professional
academic preparation, training and development
should be based on a set of r competencies and a unique
theoretical technology.base such as human performance 
skills The existence of adequate HRD within the small
likely enterprise is suitability training
training programs. Dickson (1983) stated that programs should
directly applicable small firms, and trainers who were
enthusiastic, r 1 experienced and were important
staff o the success f - programs.
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ST, of Review of Literature
The review literature presented a summary of
relevant studies basic characteristics firms.
i i C, -ra the success factors and the causes of small
business failure. Of particular significance was the emphasis
on the need to develop the human resources i ensure
the survival and, eventually, the success of small firms.
critical The factors contributing to the success of the
small business, which have been identified by a number of
researchers, are summarized in Table 5. The majority of the
success factors were related to the human resources within
enterprise, the which small entrepreneur
exercise could some control in an effort to achieve success.
indicated in Table , although no single success
factor in small busine_ !was idaid--led, there was strong
propositionsupport for the financial stability quality within small firm had a
significant impact Therefore, i
is concluded that the availability appropriate skills
within small i has a strong if not direct relationship
andto success. Relevant training, education, vnt
should provided on-going basis i order
ensure
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Table 5
- rj ' Small -F1 to Business Success
factors Researchers
Staff 'deve.',o.ent 
, 1986)
Flexible Control System 1 )
Communication (Nicholson, 1983)
Entrepreneur final decision-maker (Olson, 1987)
behavior Entrepreneuria (Ibrahim Goodwin, 1986)
Innovation ( , 1980)
Creativity 1983)
Managerial Competence 
_ i, 1983)
Managerial/Interpersonal ill (Ibrahim Goodwin, 1986)'
Environmental characteristics Goodwin, 1986)
involvement 
Top management 
Evans, Skill eml E_- , 1
Setting of Priorities (Schilit, 1986)
Maintenance of 1 r__ irientation. (Olson, )
Financial Venture & rc -_-re 
capital 
(Chang, 1986)
planning )
Internal ( 1 1978)
Consultancy services (Robinson, 1979)
Departmentation (Olson, 1987)
Managerial/Employee
Entrepreneurial skills (Hope, 1
While 
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T 
small business 
extensive, all small areas 
of business in need of 
yr research. A comprehensive 
theoretical
a _rk is needed to explain small
investigateenterprises. It is the intent of this study to lrge the characteristics of one small
enterprise
black-owned small firms Florida.
successful
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CHAPTER THREE. METHODOLOGY
Introduction
In this chapter, the formulation of the plan and
structure of this study is presented. The plan provides a
blueprint of the procedures by which the null hypotheses are
tested, and the results interpreted. This study examines the
characteristics of successful small black-owned firms in Dade
County, Florida.
This chapter is presented in three parts. Part One
reviews the methodological literature and rationale.
Part Two describes the first phase of the study which
is a base data survey of a sample of the target population
designed to identify the most and least successful small
black-owned businesses. The target population and the
selection of the sample from the target population are
presented. Also discussed is the rationale for the survey
instrument designed to collect the information considered
necessary for testing the first null hypothesis formulated in
this study, the data collection procedures, and the analysis
and interpretation of the data.
Part Three describes the second phase of this study,
which involved a guided interview in which the other six null
hypotheses were tested. The population and the sample for
this phase of the study, the six remaining null hypotheses,
the design, construction and field-testing of the interview
guide are discussed. Also addressed are the recruitment and
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training interviewers, and the data analy , and
Part One: Methodological Literature Review and Rati,---le
descriptive 
interpretation.
Review 
of 
---.
__-dolo 
ical 
Literature
Long 
et 
al 
(1986) define collection
hypotheses about the current status of the situation under
study. This study involves the collection of data to test the
seven questions. This study utilizes the survey method of
descriptive research employing a questionnaire and an
interview component to determine the subjectslopinions,
attitudes and perceptions about the situation being
investigated. 
quantitatively 
Gay (1987) points out that the descriptive
other process is the same as A; t--ods of research. Once a
descriptive defined, literature
mustreviewed, ions stated, the researcher
give careful thr,--.it to the identification of a target
population,
selection the develc,-_..3nt of a data collection instrument,
the planning and execution of specific procedures of the
study, and the analysis
Gay 7
appropriate is often asking questions 
which have never been 
posed before,
in order to
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acquire the desired information. If instrument development
becomes unavoidable, it should be tested and revised before
being utilized in the actual study.
Despite the criticisms of survey research, Gay (1987)
has argued that descriptive research at its best can generate
very valuable data. It involves careful design and execution
of the components of the research process, and might describe
variables and relationships between variables.
Gay (1987) observes that correlational research is
sometimes regarded as a type of descriptive research,
because it describes an existing condition. However, the
condition it analyses is different from the conditions
typically described in self-report or observational studies.
As Long et al (1986) state, correlational research involves
gathering data to determine the existence of a relationship
between two or more variables, and estimating the magnitude
of this relationship. Correlational research studies were
often classified as relationship studies or prediction
studies.
This investigation is also a relationship study designed
to examinine the correlation between selected characteristics
and success in small black-owned enterprises in Dade County,
Florida. Long et al (1986) note that relationship studies, in
addition to investigating relationships between variables,
often attempt to obtain a better understanding of factors
which make up complex constructs such as intelligence,
success. 
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self-concept, 
or 
Relationship studies 
l
executed as a preliminary causal-comparative
experimental studies i identify important variables
might the researcher ant to include i the design of later
studies.
1 Rationale
descriptive correlational research approach i
employed i this study to collect and analyse data and test
concerning the seven null hypotheses relationship
factors and success of small black entrepreneurs in
Florida. Dade County, descriptive is
study r questionnaire instrument
guided interviews.
examines The study also relationship
variables small black-owned firms i
Florida. Couny, interview is conducted for this
purpose. i is most appropriate as the investi, %.)r
i interested i determining if there is a relationship
critical between i
of this relationship.
Part Two : . ! L Data .. (P1, One)
The first .__.-ze of i is focused on the
collection analysis this part the target
population for the survey i "identified, the sample i
selection 
selected, 
collection
analysis 
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methods of data 
r discussed i 
light null
hypotheses developed above.
population The this study is the
black small in Dade County, ri , who
employed at least one full-time 1
reports that, according Small Business Administration
small study, approximately 3,885 black-owned firms were
operating i County, Florida in 1982. The study
indicates firms corporations,
partnerships, and a r 1 proprietorships.
However, the study by Thomas 1 reveals r different
total pattern. A 7.9% were corporations, l
proprietorships,
developed by Thomas (1938) i mainly procured minority
vendor lists local governments, other
organizations. black businesses seeking
governments 
contracts from private organizations ikely corporations.
7 there were 1 small black-owned enterprises
which in Dade County ha(- .least one employee. Fully 86
black-owned percent of the County's businesses i 1 7
owner-operated (Metro-Dade County Planning Department, 1991).
Based on these data, the number of black-owned firms in Dade
County, Florida, i 1987 is computed at approximately 6,800.
Total Sample and Selection
The sample for the first phase of this study consisted
of 580 small entrepreneurs (approximately 60% of the 961
small black entrepreneurs in Dade County, Florida, who
engaged at least one full-time employee). Gay (1987) states
that for a descriptive study, a sample of 10% is considered
minimally satisfactory. A random sampling technique was used
to derive a representative sample to reflect the basic
characteristics of black entrepreneurs in Dade County,
Florida. The sample was selected from the list of small black
entrepreneurs prepared by the Metro-Dade Office of Black
Affairs. A table of random numbers was employed in the
selection of the sample, and an arbitrary starting point
identified. The size of the sample (580) and the method of
selection (random sampling) ensured its representativeness
and independence of units. This process has facilitated the
generalizability of the results to the target population.
Instrumentation _Selection
For the first phase of this study, the data collection
instrument selected was a mailed self-administered
questionnaire. The members of the sample were widely
dispersed throughout Dade County, and consequently personal
interviews would have been difficult to inplement. In
addition, a current telephone list of the black entrepreneurs
in Dade County was unavailable. In contrast, it was possible
to compile a list of the postal addresses of small black
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entrepreneurs in Dade County, Florida, through the
cooperation of a number of agencies such ; the Bureau of
Black Affairs of Dade County, the SBA, the SBDC, and the
Mlami/Fort Lauderdale Minority Small Business Development
survey, Center. For the base data the l
Bureau of Black Affairs of Dade County, Florida,
it was the most comprehensive
® ,' - Tested i . 34The Null The basis of the study is the seven null hypotheses
outlined in Chapter One. The first null hypothesis, which is
focused in this Chapter, is.- The general characteristics
successful the same for all black-owned small firms.
D "T -W I - -rocedures for Phase One
The strategy employed for the first phase of this study
sample was a survey of a random of the target population.
questionnaireThis phase generated base data through a mailed subjects, that described the successful,
and identified how many were
most successful, less and least successful.
method, he research target e,,"_ , sample size n
selection, collection and the data for the first
phase of the study were discussed above. The other steps in
this phase of the investigation were the following:
Construction of the Qqestionnaire
developed The questionnaire for the study was
attractive, easily and understood. All the items r
directly objectives study, and were
categorical 
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structured and 
based on 
and r variables-
Each question was concerned with a single topic, and was
clarity. orded with Leading questions 
avoided constructing questionnaire, and appropriate directions
for i completion r provided. .1ete questionnaire
included 
Appendix 
Prr.- , tion of the Cover Letter
Each it questionnaire accompanied cover
letter explaining
motivate 
letter was structured 
so as to comply with the request. The letter was brief, neat,
and was
explaning theaddressed specifically c subject, importance,
purpose, and significance
given commitment was firms 
concerning 
results the i completion.A copy of the
letter i included Appendix ).
Director The Miami/ Lauderdale Fort Minority
Business Center, which many of the small black
entrepreneurs i County, Florida, -- affiliated,
ided a letter of endorsement of the study. It wasprovi
expected that the enclosure letter would generate a
higher level 
in the base data survey. i letter i included in the Appendix (Appendix ).
definite deadline date by which the completed
questionnaire should be returned was given. Each subject was
requested to reply within Finally, stamped,
enclosed 
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addressed, return 
envelope was 
with each
questionnaire in order to encourage each subject to reply.
The questionnaire was field-tested to identify any defects in
the instrument 
as well 
areas 
as any requiring Field-testin 
iThree menbers of tha faculty at Florida International.
University (two from the College of Education, and one fii
the Department of Statistics) and the Director of the
Miami/Fort 
l Minority 
Business 
complete were asked to critique After revision, instrument the letter 
r
small then forwarded to a sample (N=10) of the target
population. The subjects were encouraged to comment on the
directions, procedures, and the specific items. I
tabulation 
addition, the data tried i the pilot project data. The result of the pilot
project revised was a
total randomly selected sample.
Determination of R
The target response rate for the first of the
study ((N=580) was a minimum %, as suggested by Gay
1 for descriptive studies. A major effort was made to
rate. achieve the highest response questionnaire was .,,,-e
to look professional, personalized, and attractive as those
featureswould positive
rate i , 1975).
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LIP =-T, I ies
t i -;
Fourteen days after the initial 
ili 
, reminder 
was sent to all the 
- ' , emphasizing the
importance of the study, and the need for a high rate of
response. About ten days after the i postcard,
letter another questionnaire r i i
again nonrespondents stressing significance i
rate of return. If the rate was ill unsatisfactory, the
nonrespondents would then be contacted by telephone. If
telephone numbers were not available and personal calls
inappropriate, an additional letter, night
telegraph letter, or other follow-up procedures that seemed
appropriate would be employed.
survey 
Treatment ofBlas
The effect of 
nonresponse on 
on the percentage not responding, 
and the extent to which
those not o ir- were biased - that is, systematically
different whole population. l t majority in the
sample provided data, sample estimates ill reliable
even i distinct characteristics (Fowler,
1988).
In the i survey, bias due to nonresponse was studied
comparing immediately i
so after follow-up procedures were instituted. Fowler )
important states that one generalization
it surveys is that individuals distinct interest
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in the the-me or i research itself are likely to return
mail u- i i more promptly than people who are less
interested. This means that mail surveys with low response
rates are usually significantly in ways that are
directly related to the objectives of the research (Donald,
Fowler (1988) reports that early returns in mail surveys
r biased. returns Data resulting from of 20% or 30%, which
are typical of 
2 surveys 
followed effectively, usually do not represent the sampl, t
surveys Another bias in mail i high levels
of education often return questionnaires -more readily than
those 1 education (Fowler, 1988). Therefore, a mail
survey of any variable education likely
produce biased estimates unless steps are taken to realize
rate.a high response Data 
i 
_
After the data - . -c , a permanent data i
consisting was created - i to be analysed. As
Greenberg (1987) notes, it is important that the file be
accurate, reflecting the actual data gathered. If the
information in the data file does not truly represent the
data collected, then the findings of the study would be
erroneous despite the meticulous u,,-- the other aspects of the
investigation are conducted. That is particularly the problem
mailed hen data are obtained by means of a questionnaire.
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To ensure sound results in the study, the responses
7 suggests, in the instrument
facilitate were coded, as Greenberg itself to coding
system was used to determine what number to enter for each
response. In addition, coding sheets were utilized to
transfer questionnaire All of
scrutinized 
the 
data 
were 
computer 
entries.
Frequency counts and percentages were utilized
describe the data from the base data survey.
two groups were selected for the second phase of the study.
least one group of most successful and another of successful
small black entr o were randomly chosen. The
employed Chi-Square test was relationship
between the two groups on the categorical 
variables. were used to compare the group of csuccessful and thegroup of
least successful variables. small black entrepreneurs on the numeric
a Interview Stud
The second phase of this study involved is
interview. The interview designed collect i
order to test the six remaining null hypotheses listed on the
next page. To be described in this part of the chapter are
the target population and total sample of the second phase,
the 1 selection collection
instrument, field-testing 
_
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interview r1 the recruitment and training of the
interviewers, and the i 77, s of data analysis and
interpretation.
w
The target population for the second phase of this stl---,z"
was composed of the most successful and least successful
small black entrepreneurs i
basis of profit in Phase One. The random sampling method
involving table sample consisting of two equal-sized groups 
- one group of
twenty most successful and another group of twenty least
successful small black entrepreneurs.
-," r g_ s i I Pinse Two
Six of the null hypotheses in Chapter One
analysed were l
analysed hypothesis was One. The remaining six null
hypotheses are:
2. The critical success i ,. 1 Z
1 black-owned 
relationship 3. There is no between 
selected
i tical factors and success 
i small black-owned 4. Staff development is not one of the determinants of
success in small black-owned firms.
5. Small black entrepreneurs are not aware of the role of
styles taff 
development in the 
success of their 
firms.
6. The leadership
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not affect success in their firms.
7. There is no relationship between HRD skills and success
small black-owned firms.
Process Selection
The process employed in the data collection to test the
above null hypotheses was a guided personal interview. This
strategy permitted the researcher to obtain detailed data
not possible or telephone questionnaire. When
responses were vague, the interviewer could secure more
posing accurate answers by additional questions.
entrepreneurs Small might be more confident to give verbal
writtenresponses to some sensitive questions rather than answers.
Construction of the Interview Guide
interview A written guid  was prepared to Ind.-c which
questions in what order, and what
Theadditional probing -might interview definite objective. questions
were structured with the interviewees required to
select from alternative answers. That approach facilitated
the analysis of the data. However, the interview itself was
semi-structured, i. . questions structured were followed by
clarifying 
questions. facilitated explanation comprehension
questions. to the structured combination 
objectivity facilitating
tabulation 
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analysis vi
guide is included 
i Appendix 
, 
-
-
--
interview 
Responses made during the subject to the permission
respondent. In that way the
interview was expedited in that time was not lost in writing
down information. 
tape-recorded 
_ exactly given, a method that was tobjective and efficient.
sensitive case of 
clarifications 
provided before their presentation, and assurances given as
confidentiality to the information.
interview The guide, interview procedures., and the
analysis procedures field-tested commencement
of the i small sample of N = 3 was selected from
the population identified
1 revise which vague
and did not generate the desired information. The pilot study
indicated also could itified and
analysed in the manner planned.
Recruitment and Tri-L. of Interviewers
interviewers were engaged for the task of data
collection.
efficiency effectiveness. The content of training
general ncluded both information concerning surveys, and
information vital this study. The general topics
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i the training program were:
1. Procedures for contacting respondents and introducing
the study.
® The conventions that were used in the wording of the
questionnaire that the i intervie ; could ask the
questions in a consistent standardized
inadequate 3. Procedures for probing rsponses in a
nondirective
Procedures for recording answers t
closed questions.
5. Rules and guidelines for handling the interpersonal
aspects of the interviews in a s manner.
The interviewers r provided with the following
background information on this study:
1, specific The study, including
goals, eneral research anticipated and the t
findings of the research. That information vital to
providing respondents with appropriate answers to c--L -A_
and helping to enlist their support.
® The specific approach sampling,
provide for answering r t' i .
Details regarding 
purposes concerning 4. The steps to be taken confidentiality,a d
appropriate assurances given respondents.
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i
After a collection, file
prepared, composed of processed. the data to be The responses
3 interviews were coded in preparation entry into
the computer. A coding scheme was utilized to decide what
enter number to were used
transfer from the interview
computer. All computer the entries r verified
analysis of all the data.
Descriptive techniques t analyse
interview the data from the schedules. Frequency counts and
percentages r computed purpose.
Crosstabulation Chi-Square were employed to
analyse relationship critical factors success
in small black-owned enterprises
was utilized 
compare 
groups 
successful last successful small black entrepreneurs six null
above. hypotheses posed appropriate
group was composed of only twenty subjects, i
being continuous (Fink, A., Kosecoff, ., 1985).
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CHAPTER FOUR: PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
presentation 
Introduction
The focus of this 
chapter is on the 
a
analysis survey
guided 
vinterviews i order 
characteristics 
the successful small black-owned enterprises County,
Florida. 
pilot econd section presents the data collection procedures for
Phase One, the treatment bias, summary descriptive data
from the base data survey, and the testing of the first null
hypothesis. Finally, the ithird section provides summary
descriptive from the guided interviews, and the testing
of the remaining six null hypotheses.
measurement 
Pilot Study
The instrument selected statistics were
tested in a iilot study of a small randomly selected sample
black-owned of small t Florida.
questionnaire designed for Phase One of this study was mailed
randomly to ten subjects. 1 three r
returned mailing date, reminder
card was sent to the nr , underscoring
importance of the pilot study and the need for a high rate of
response. e days of the dispatch postcard,
two r completed questionnaires received. The v
nonrespondents telephone, and r
encouraged
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content of, the questionnaire and the cover letter. Two more
questionnaires were received within two weeks of the
telephone contact. The final response rate for the
questionnaire component of the pilot study was 70%, which is
considered satisfactory for descriptive studies (Gay, 1987).
A data file was created for the questionnaire segment of
the pilot study. Frequency counts and percentages were
calculated to describe the data. The Chi-Square test and the
t-test were applied in the analysis of the data collected.
From the questionnaire component of the pilot study, a
few revisions in the instrument and the cover letter were
made, e.g. a simpler vocabulary and more specific examples.
The pilot study, however, did indicate that the subjects were
able to answer the questions; and the statistical measures
selected for the questionnaire study were appropriate for the
data collected.
Another sample of ten subjects was randomly selected
from the target population to field-test the interview guide,
the instrument used for the second phase of the study. The
ten interviews were conducted by the researcher. The subjects
were cooperative, and responded well to the questions.
Certain technical terms were explained as they were difficult
for the interviewees. They were "internal R & D", "group
process," "deparmentation", "learner outcomes", and
"instructional strategies".
A data file was made of the data gathered from the pilot
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interview 
statistical 
measures 
phase of 1 their this study. Based on the pilot interview study, several
revisions e.g. a simpler
results vocabul.-y 
and the deletion of 
unnecessary 
words. In general,
however, the 
inte viewees able to 
verbally answer the questions with 
appropriate
explanations and clarifications by the interviewer.
Base Data Survey (Phase One)
For describing harac of small black entrepreneurs in Dade County,
Florida, a sample of 580 (60%) small black entrepreneurs was
randomly selected from the target population (N = 961). A
sample of 60 percent was selected in order to ensure its
target epia.-.ntativeness 
of the population. referred selected entrepreneurs is herein in this study as
the "sample".
r -- der saw a i
questionnaire, 
accompanied 
cover letter of endorsement from the Director of the Miami/FortLauderdale Minority 
Development Center, 
mailedwas 
to 
each 
subject 
1 
= 
Approximately
subjects (143) of the ndei initial mailing. Two percent (12) of the questionnaires
returned Telephone with the
verify nonrespondents in order to
addresses. 
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persons, telephone 
numbers and the mailing 
list was revised to reflect relevant 
changes.
eighteen The firms 
questionnaires. 
addition, reminder cards were mailed to he remaining
stressing 
nonrespondents, 
the need for a high response 
rate.
Within fourteen days of the mailing of the reminder
cards, about 25% (144) of the subjects responded. Telephone
contact was made i remaining 1
nonrespondents, and within questionnaires
returned. Finally,
contacted by telephone, and 19 more responses r received
w *thin fourteen days. The final number of responses received
was 3 7% target of the population 961).
Tr,.
high response rate, thereby minimizing
estimates. the survey 
nonresponse 
was studied comparing rsponded immediately did so
follow-up only after activities instituted.
compared 
groups of respondents were "Interest in the study", 
"level of education",, and "number of
years in business". 
group Ten respondents fr=each selected and interviewed.
Table 6 indicates the results of the comparison. B th
interested the early and the late respondents -- equally i
public 
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the study. The average 
years of 
education completed 
by
groups both in business was close for both groups.
Table
!Z ris on of Ear and Late c'
''"
Years of
Interest in Public Years in
atudy -Z t ^ a r--1 Business
V
Early respondents 10 11.5 9.0
Late 1 11.2
sT u ,-L--y pgggriptiye Data of U- su-,
i
sample 1 C i survey r summarized.
calculated Frequency counts and percentages were describe
the data collected. The first research question, which forms
basis the of this part of the s.7 y.. is: What are the general
characteristics black-owned firms?
The characteristics highlighted v. , iod of time in
present business, form of business organization, major
activities, business number of full-time employees, ._ ___x of
part-time 
profit earned in the period 
__ 1989.
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Table 7 shows the relative periods i the sampled
entrepreneurs were in business. 1 (47%)
entrepreneurs 
r business 
years, little over one-tenth (12.5%) years,
and
approximately two-fifths (40.5%) for more than ten years.
mortality The enterprises i usually
high. Steiner and Solem ((1988) reported that about 7 percent
small firms failed within the first four years.
Table 7
Per](,('- of T, Black- --nd FirmF TI-n-it Business
LN 3631
Erpqj enc Percent
7 Years 166 47.0
7 10 years 44 12.5
> 10 years 1
tt 353 1
different The business organization identified
sample in th indicated in Table 8. Approximately half
(50.4%) the small enterprises r set up as sole
proprietorships, nearly (38%) as corporations, and
over one-tenth 111.6%) as partnerships. 
consistent with the trend in the SBA data base for 1987
(Bureau Census, 199o), which revealed that most of the
firms black-owned proprietorships
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(71.28%), followed by those organized as corporations (20%),
'th the 1 nori partnerships ty be' ing .'72w).
Table 
Sole 1. 
grganizAti2n 
i Black-owned 
Firms 
31-i 178 50.4
Corporations 134 Partnerships 38.0
1 11.6
Total 353 1
major The 
activities business sampled firms presented in Table 9. Over three-fourths (76.8%) of the firms
were engaged in the retail trades (39.4%) and services
(37.4%). Professionals accounted for less than one-t --th
7.) surveyed. of those relatively
entrepreneurs of the small black construction
manufacturing (3.7%), financial services (3.4%),
business transportation 
(2%), wholesale (1.7%), and agriculture 
(.6%).
The major ctiv ties 
ill black-owned firms
were the retail trades, services,
professions. 
and the 
basically 
with those of the Metro-Dade f (1987).
latter 
The 
black-owned 
County, Florida, mainly concentrated in a variety retail service industries 
such as the trades and services.
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Table
MAi-Or D-Usiness Activities 31ack-owned firms _(N 3531
FrgqMen__cy Percent
Retail 139 39.4
Services 132 37.4
Professional
Construction 1
Manufacturing 3.7
Financial Transportation_ 
7 2.0
Wholesale
Agriculture 2
Total 353 100.0
Table 1 provides interesting information
full-time in the sampled firms. Nearly two-thirds
(59.2%) firms full-time
workers. Less than three percent (2.9%) of the sampled firms
full-time had 16 or more findings r
small expected as the firms black-owned in Dade County,
Florida, in size, and were largely
owner-operated i Planning
Besides, Department, 1986). only 14 percent of small black
firms in Dade County had one or z.. 
- full-time (Metro-Dade County Planning Department, 1991).
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Table 10
Fqll-t;,(- EMPiLoy-ees in Black-owned Firms LN 3531
No.of T"- lo ees Percent
1 107 .3
2 102 28.9
3-4 80 22.6
5-9 43 12.1
1 16 o more 
10 
2.9
Total 353 100.0
Part-time employees are sometimes needed whenever there
1 significant 
volume business. of part-time workers in the firms is presented in Table 11.
Table 1
Part- r)i Black-owned 3 3
No. of BAployees rg
0 199 56.4
7 1
2 34 9.6
3-4 29 .
5-8 10 2.8
8 or more 5 1®
Total 3 100
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Table 1 indicates (56.4%) of the sampled
part-time firms had no employees. (1.2%) Of
the firms had eight or -more part-time workers. Part-time
employees are apparently not prevalent among small black
firms. The entrepreneur often has to i full-ti--- -iorkers
due to the multiplicity details requiring attention.
businesses, Like all the main objective of the small
black-owned firm is to realize satisfactory annual net
profit. Net profit is the surplus of total revenue over total
sampled xpenses 
(including overheads). 
The number of years 
a net
profit was made 
by the firms 
is s own in Table 
12.
Table 12
TeTm, ,, Earned
Years Net Profit Period 1985-89 b
Black-owned Firms
Ipency PercentNo. of Years r
1 40 11.
2 44 12.5
3 64 18.1
4 45 12.7
Total 5 
160 
45.3
353 1
Table 1 period 1985 to 1989,
almost 1 (45.3%) of the sampled firms were most successful
Pw
as they reall- ' a net profit
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(30.8%) were less successful, generating a net profit for
three to four years during the period. Finally, almost a
quarter of the firms (23.8%) were least successful as they
earned a net profit for two years or less. The latter were
marginal firms which into bankruptcy by the
slightest in the general level of business.
Net profit made by the sampled firms i i outlined
in Table 13. In 1989 approximately 
one-fifth profit. firms did not make a net two-thirds (
earned a net profit less than $50,000 for the year. Slightly
more than one-tenth ( firms realized a net
profit $50,000 to $150,000 in 1989. In fact, almost all
(99.7%) firms made a net profit less than $300,000,
'th only one i profit $400,000 to $450,000.
Profit 
Table 13
.1.Net 
in RDALinZ December 
31_,- 1989-1 hy
Black-owned Firms LN 2531
Pgrcent
None 71 20.1
<$501000 223 63.2
$50,000-$150rOOO 48 .
$1501000-$200,000
$2501000-$300,000
$4001000-$450,000 1 s
Total 3 100.0
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In summary, as shown i ? to 13, almost half
firms (47.0%) of the sampled were 'in their present business
for five to seven years, and approximately two-fifths (40.5%)
for more than ten years. The principal form of business
sampled 
organization among the irms 
' proprietorship. 
majority The i the retail p
and services (37.4%). Nearly two-thirds (59.2%) of the
_firms black-owned full-time
employees.- and over a half (56.4%) had no part-time workers.
Almost half (45.3%) of the firms made a net profit every year
two-thirds in the period 1985 to 1989. Nearly firms
realized profit 1989.
Having in the base data
first survey, the is tested i
section the next this study.
Tgg "in of the First Null HyRgthesis
The first null hypothesis was tested i
first this study. The null hypothesis is.- The general
characteristics 
The Chi-Square measure of relationship 
was used to test
the relationship
least the most successful and the firms. characteristics 
examined time in
organization, 
present 
business, 
form 
of business 
business 
activities, 
i 1
e number of
full-time
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1 1 1 1989.number of years net roft earned n the period 1985 to
Table 14 presents the periods of time the sampled firms
were 1 their present business. Almost two-thirds (61%) of
those 
1 business However, that proportion fell to over one-tenth 
) for
those in business for more than ten years. More than
four-fifths business 
years significance
.01, the relationship
years in business and success is significant.
time 
in 
business 
likely 
irms 
Table 
14
Comparison of Present faUginess And Success 'in Black-owned
Success
NO-st Least
? SuccessfulPresent BT-*-ss
5-7 yrs 40 O 9
7-10 yrs 26 q
10 yrs 94 16
Tgtal 160 84
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson 58.00316 2 .000
The relationship characteristics,
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form of business organization, is presented in
slight Table 15. Whereas there was a diffe nce in the
firmspercentages of most successful and least successful i -fifths
organzed as sole 1. 1 ,l etorshps, r o
successful of the most irms 3t r 1
comparison to 1 than one-third (31%) of the least
successful. In addition, successful18 percent 
of the least 
small black-owned firms 
o ga ized 
partnershipst
compared to nine percent of the most successful. The
relationship business organization
success 1 considered significant
1 1 i level cance .086 > = .05.
Table 15
&Q O'Da ris on of Form of Business OrganizAtim -and Success in
Success
Most Least
Form of Business l Oraanizatioon Successful Successful
Proprietors Sole (49%) 43 (
Partnerships ( 1
Corporations 2 6 191
Total 1
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson 3
.7
comparison The it characteristic, major
business activities, and success is presented in Table 16.
The sample in i analysis is N = 219, as less important
business activities activities
sampled 134 of the 353 firms for Phase One of this study).
The business activities 
_ financial services,
manufacturing, transportation and wholesale.
Table 16
® Rusiness Activities i
Most Least
Business 
Success
MAjor 
Activities 
Successful 
Successful
Construction 1 %) (
Retail 50 ( (
Services (42%) 29 (37)
Professional 1 3- r
Total 140 79
Chi-Square Value DF _c
Pearson 13.31342 3 .004
As presented in Table r the difference
r firms in respect to
andservices i (42% of the most successful,
7% of the least ). Whereas nearly three-fifths
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757%) of the least succe, ul firms were i retail less than two-fifths (36%) of the most successful were i
that sut,:-i.tor. The two major business activities of both the
R
most and least successful firms were the retail trades and
services. 
significance As the observed 
.01, the relationship business activities
i i ificant.
profitThe relationship between the amount of net i 1989 and success 's shown in Table 17.
Table 17
I r"' Net Profit ned *n 1989 and -SPccess i
u ace s s
e
Net one 
32 (38%)
< $50,000 120 7
$501000-$1501000
> $150,000 
_CI
Total
Chi Value DF T Significance
Pearson 71.27405 3 .000
As presented in Table 17, whereas nearly two-fifths
(38%) of the least successful firms did not generate a net
profit 
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in 1989, 
only 
one 
percent 
of the 
most 
successful 
firms
failed . Three-quarters of the most successful small
black entrepreneurs made a net profit less than r 1
1989, compared to less than three-fifths (56%) of the least
successful firms. In addition, more ., one-fifth (21%) of
the most successful firms realized a net profit of $50,000 to
$150,000 in 1989, compared to only four percent of the least
successful. As the ob -ved significance
relationship 
.01, the 
' 
-
-
in 
1989 
and 
ificant.
i
success is signi 1
numeric The t-test 
was used to compare he most 
and least
successful respondents on the variables - number of
A full-time employees, number of part-time employees, and
number of years a net profit was earned 1 the period 1985 to
1989. The t-test analysis of the differences between the two
gi- on the ve variables is indicated in Table 18.
As presented 1
an average number of full-time employees of ..78, wherea,.-,a
least successful had 2.75 full-time employees. As the
observed sign-'--cance level of .048 < p = .05, the C'. -,re,.
between the the most and least successful s-,Il black-owned
"number firms on the variable of full-time _dloyeesll is
s i ificant. Therefore, the null hypothesis i
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Table 18
t_-test gf o 
.i ® 9 ®!
Black-gwned 'in the Variables "Full-time
-.ears _Net R-rofit
Earned in the Reriod 1985-198911.
Most Least
a-uccessful Successful
1 i 1
Full-time Employees .7 . .7(2.7) -1.99 .048
Part-time (4.0) ( .20 .838
Profit 
o. of Years 
Net
5.00 (0.0) 1.52 
(. -87.68 
.000
In regards to the variable "number of part-time
firms employees", the 
mean for the most 
successful black-owned
i 1. 44, and that for the 1E- -:,Puccessful 1 1.32. As
significance > thea r
. idifference
firms on the variable "part-time
.. 1 i cant. Thus the null hypothess is not i rejected.
i- i '
earned",
black entrepreneurs made a net profit is , and that for
the least successful 1 1.52. As the observed significance
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1r difference 
the on the variable 
"number of years a net profit was earned" is
signif icant @ Therefore r the null hypothesis is rejected The
profit 
most successful small black-owned firms made a net oy ari
firms.successful In summary, the first null hypothesis was tested in this
section 
certain black entrepreneurs were compared on categorical
variables, . . .viz. period of i 1 r form of
organization, . . . .business
profit relationship
variables 
categorical least successful small 
- ad firms were also compared
certain 
variables 
full-time part-time number of employees, and the number of years anet
profit in the period 1985 to 1989.
relationship The variabl ind
success was found to be significant.- number of years in
present 1 r . business activities, and net profit
earned I(in 1989). No significant i relationship was determined
- - form of business organization
following differences 
between the most and 
least successful 
black-owned
firms on the significant*. number of
full-time employees, number of years a net profit was earned.
significant difference
??
determined i tt of part-time employees".
As all the characteristics are not the same for both the
first most successful and the 
least successful 
small black-owned
firms, the null hypothesis 1 rejected.
Interview Study (Phase Two)
1 section are described the data pertaining to the
total sample for Phase Two of this study. Frequency counts
and percentages r used to describe the data collected. This
® testing remaining i 1phase also involves the hypotheses. The t-test analysis is used to test the
q
the numeric variables, and the Chi-Square to assess the
relationship between the categorical variables and success.
first Spmar Des Lr* 
ive Data of 
Interview Stud
The .1 r which in Phase
one of 1 characteristics
of small black-owned firms? The six remaining research
questions constitute interview
Two). The data presented 1 i section are organized around
the 3 remaining questions.
1
question 
The second research critical 
essential are for succes i small black-owned firms.? The
question data related to the second research this study
summarized are in Tables 19 through .
critical The examined in the second research
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question were. staff development, flexible
1 informal control
system, close unstructured communication system, entrepreneur
final decision-maker, A
innovation, creativity, managerial competence, managerial
1 x interpersonal i x environmental characteristics,
the involvement of top management i the operations of the
firm, employees, skills of key setting the priorities,
maintenance the orientation.
Table 19 illustrates how the sampled firms evaluated
staff development - training, education and development - as
a success factor.
Table 19
-it as a Siy -9s Factor 73lack- ad Firms
4-Training Education Develoment
Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per.
essential Not at all 0.0 0 0.0 1 .
Slightly essential 2.5 8 20.0 3 7.
Essential 7 17.5 2 30. .
Very essential 1 40.0 10 . 1 .
essential Most 16 40.-0 10 25.0 13 32.5
Total 40 . .100.0 40 .
Training involves providing with the
skills required . Table 19
subjects 
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shows that 80 percent 
of the 
considered training
very or most essential as a success factor in black-owned
businesses. Less than three percent (2.5%) regarded training
as a slightly significant success factor.
providing with the
skills Education involves specific i i n t-, -. i i
the near future. As presented .i Table 19, whereas one-fifth
education f the sample considered slightly essential
essential 
success 
factor, 
half 
regarded 
it 
as 
very 
or 
most 
the 
successful 
operation 
of 
a 
small 
black-owned 
i
This assessment i particularly i i
recalled that small entrepreneurs lack control over two
important ingredients 
financial physical resources. The quality of the human resources in the
firm 
needs 
emphasis,-, 
hence, 
the 
significance 
education 
training.
Development 'is the process of 'imparting to the sninployee
the 11 r skills to enable him to grow with the firm
over time. As indicated in Table r one-tenth of the sampled
devel---int 
as not or slightly 
' essential firms viewed success factor in small bla k-owned firms1of while more than
two-thirds 7(67.5%) con:,l,,-red the factor very or most
essential. -
for staff 
development 
when 
4
promoting 
development, 
he is more 
i
Control 'is required for the timely detection <;
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remediation of deviations from plans within the firm. The
sampled i of a flexible, informal control
system in the successful management of small black-owned
enterprises is illustrated 1 Table 20. Whereas one-tenth of
the sampled firms regarded a i 0 informal control
essential system as a slightly or not success factor, more
two-thirds than (67.5%) viewed it as very or most essential.
efficiently An eff c ive control 
system ensures 
that activities 
are
organized and coordinated in the firm. Whenever
the contrl system 1flexible and informal, the employees are
more likely to approach management with suggestions for
improvement without inhibition.
Table 20
Flexible ®®
4
Black-ow-_..
Slightly Not at all essential 
1 
2.5
7
Essential 9 22.5
Very essential 14 35.0
essential Most 1 m
Total 40 100.0
The evaluation of a close unstructured communication
system as a success factor i in Table 21.
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Table 21
Close jLnstructured 1
-in 4 ir d 1
FregMgncy Percent
Not at all essential 2 5.0
15.0Slightly
Essential 8 20.0
Very essential 1
Most essential 12 30.9
Total 40 100.0
Table 21 indicates one-fifth of the sampled firms
viewed l r unstructured communication
essential slightly to the success of a small black-owned
enterprise. 
three-fifths In contrast, over this factor as very or most essential to the success of small
black-owned businesses. An effective communication system is
likely to allow everyone to know the plans, policies and
procedures relevant for success.
The location and implementation of the 1 1
function vital to the efficient firm.
final The assessment of the entrepreneur as decisio -maker i
A is shown .1the 
success 
of 
small 
black-owned 
enterprises 
Table 
22.
Table 22 Final 
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tor 
_n
'- 
i
EntrgRKgngMr As . De-:. )n-maker As a Success -F-4-c
essential 
Ergqmenc_ 
Percent
Not at all Sligh ly essential 
3 
7.5
Essential o
essential Very 7.
Most essential 1:.8
Total ARO i-00.0
As presented in Table 22, whereas nearly three-tenths
a of the small black-owned firms considered the role of
final the entrepreneur as decision-maker
essential, .0% regarded this factor as
® times decisions
within most essential for success. At required firm to ensure survival in the modern
competitive economy. In such situations, it is likely
the entrepreneur is the most suitable person to make
® business decisions.
entrepreneurial important T bl  23 illustrates 
the sampled firms' 
assessment of
firms quarter of the sampled entrepreneurial
behavior as slightly essential as a success factor, nearly
two-thirds viewed
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I Entrepreneurial behavior often sets the tone of
the i ® influences and leadership styles of senior
personnel.
Table 23
Batrepreneurial Black-owned
Firms 
qg
Not at all essential 0 0.0
Slightly essential 10 25.0
Essential 4 10.0
Very essential 10 
._
essential Most 
M 
d 
100.0
® involves the incorporation of new ideas intoInnovation the operations of the firm. Innovation 
enables the firm to
enhance maintain and in the market.
innovation The sample's perception of i
exhibited in Table 24. only 30 percent of the sampled firms
regarded innovation slightly essential to the
success of small -c is businesses. In contrast, more
than half ® considered this factor as
essential or most success. The small business
innovative 
entrepreneur 
needs to be 1 producing 
services 
complex 
competitive
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Table 24
1 i
Erg-qUency
A 
.
Essential Not at all essential 
2 Slightly essential 10 
25.0
7 17.5
Very essential 14 .
essential Most 7 17.5
Total 40 100.0
Creativity is the process in which the entrepreneur's
actions anticipation change. Creativity is best
evaluation 
fostered in a dynamic 
and tolerant atmosphere 
(Appleby,
1982). The sample's creativity
factor is presented i
Table 25
i Creatiyi.ty c_ in Black-owned i
Ergqgency Percent
Not at all essential 2 5.0
Slightly essential Essential 
7 
7.
essential Very 
8 
20.0
Most 1 .
_Total A-0 100.0
As shown in Table 25, only five percent of the
considered 
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respondents 
" creativity 
unessential 
success of small 
black-owned firms. 
In contrast, nearly 
half
1 as very or(45%) of the sampled firms evaluated creativity
essentialmost 
managerial 
The 
i planning, 
organizing 
controlling 
operations 
is crucial for success. Table 26 demonstrates 
how the
sampled entrepreneurs viewed managerial competence as a
success factor. Less than three percent (2.5%) of the sampled
slightly 
firms regarded 
managerial 
competence 
as essential 
enerpri the success 
of small black-owned 
contrast,
95 percent i = this factor as very or most essential success. The competent manager is likely to make the most
" eciions " operations firm.appropriate 
Table 26
.
in Bla k-owned
i
Percent
s"a A y
Not at all essential 0 0.0
Slightly .:- -mi 4
Essential Essential 
1 
2.5
Very ._
essential Most Total 40 
ID020
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In addition to managerial competence, the small
entrepreneur also needs the skills in managing the business,
andplanning, viz. organizing, directing, staffing, controlling.
evaluation managerial in the
enterprises success of small black-owned is sh wn in Table
27. rs (7.5%) of the respondents
managerial 
regarded 
essential 
enterprises, 
success 
of small black-owned
over half (55%)
cons i dered the factor most essential. The effici nt
utilization 
managerial 
skills are effectively deployed i production process, and
probably sound decisions would be taken to enhance the market
osi ion of the firm.
Table 27
iHqnagLerial in Black F*
Frei T'-
Not at all essential 0 0.0
Slightly essential 0 0.0
Essential 3 7.5
Very essential 15 37.5
Total A-0 100.0
grows, 
Most 
essential 
2_2 
55.0
As the small enterprise it eventually becomes
functional complex as new created, additional
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staff l engaged, and more lines of authority and
communication established. interpersonalThe 
need 
for 
skills 
then becomes 
very important. 
value The interpersonal 
skills in the success 
of small black-owned
. One-tenth of the sampledfirms is presented i
interpersonal skills as slightly essential tofirms
the success of black-owned firms. In comparison, nearly
two-thirds (62.5%) considered this factor as very or most
essential. The availability interpersonal skills i
important 
extremely 
enterprises 
ists are on the vendor 
regularly.
they 
have 
to 
negotiate 
contracts 
Table
Success Factor in Black-owned ,.FirmsjDtgrRgrgpnAj i A
essential 
Frequency 
Percent
Not at all .
Slightly essential Essential 
7.
essential Very .
essential Most .
Environmental 
Total 
40 
100.0
characteristics 
constitute 
conditions
functions, under which the small entrepreneur
88
policies, availability of employee 6 0 p skills, exist*
technologies, credit terms etc. Table 29 indicates how
characteristics 
environmental firms firms as a success factor. Whereas less than three-tenths
(27.5%) of the sampled 
characteristics the environment as not or slightly essential for success in
small black-owned enterprises, nearly half (45%) considered
this factor as very or most essential. environmental
the small entrepreneur seemscharacteristics favorable, opportunity hand,
to have a greater 
other characteristics
whenever these exercise entrepreneur should in managing t e
enterprise.
Table 29
p
T:2
Not at all essential 1 2.5
Slightly essential 10 25.0
Essential 11 27.5
Very essential 11 27.5
Most essential 7 7 7.
Tota 40 100.0
The participation directors
chief 
89
executive officer in the case of a corporation) in the
provides running of the small firm technical, managerial/
entrepreneurial skills, and business experiences which are
often needed for success. The respondents' evaluation of the
involvement of top management i firm,
as a success factor, i presented in Table 30. Only five
viewed 
percent 
of the sampled 
entrepreneurs 
participation 
business 
unessential 
for success. 
In contrast, 
over three 
quarters
(77.5%) this factor as very or most essential.
The participation i particularly crucial
enterprises as small use, with maximum efficiency,
their all the resources at isposal in the effort to ensure
growth and success.
Table 30
Involvement The i
alack-owned i_
essential Not at all Essential 7 17.5
Very essential 12 .
essential Most 7.
Total 40 .
The skills of key employees are often regarded as
90
" 
4 ioncrucial to the viability of small The evaluat'
of that factor by the respondents is indicated in Table .
Skills 
Table 31
The of 
-,i
Slightly Not at all essential 
0 
0.0
essential 1 2.5
Essential 7 17.5
Very essential 20 50.0
Most essential 1
To-'. 1002_0
Table 31 shows that whereas less than three percent
.) firms of the sampled assessed the skills of key
employees (such as supervisors and foremen) as slightly
essential, viewed this factor as very or most
essential 
in small black-owned firms. entrepreneur often gets plans implemented through the
employees. cooperation of the If the latter lack the required
1 r unlikely they are efficiently.
The entrepreneur usually sets priorities
allocated scarce resources are to a tivities which demand
immediate attention, and to implement projects in a
manner. structured setting The sample's assessment of the
2priori 
businesses consideredshown in Table 32. Whereas a quarter of the sample slightly the factor as not or success,more
than half (52.5%) r,--iled it as very or most essential.
Table 32
Thtme 2'" i m . as a success Factor in _Black-owned
gFrggMengy Percent
Not at all essential 1 2.5
Slightly essential 9 22.5
Essential 9 22.5
Very essential 10 25.0
oMost essential I
.111 Some researchers have concluded th t the economic
survival of small enterprises depends significantly on the
maintenance of a long range orientation. Short term planning
is insufficient to support competitive i t'on of small
enterprises in the modern economy. The maintenance of a long
range orientation as a success factor is evaluated i
33. Only one fifth 
orientation 
long-range 
black-owned 
efirms. ;pad s , nearly two-thirds (62.5%)
Small black
regarded i essential.
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entrepreneurs who intend to launch out i national
a .i i
businessmarket should maintain a long-range should be based on both short and long term conditions.
orientation 
Table 33
Maintenance of a 
Long Range j,.n Black=owned Firms 
.,z,.: at all essential 0 
0.0
Slightly essential Essential 
7 
7.
essential Very essential Most 7 
42.5
Total 40 10Q.-D
In summary, the data pertaining
described factors that 
are essential for success 
in small enterprises
were 
ction of the respondents 
, order, in rank rating the factor  
a
v
are: Managerial (95%), managerial skills (93%),
involvement of® %), skills of key employees ,training
top management (78%), entrepreneur as final i
(73%), development (68%), flexible ), entrepreneurial behavior 
, creativity 
,
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interpersonal skills (63%), maintenance of a long range
A Q s
orientation ), communication system %), innovation
priorities (53%), setting of ' (53%), education (50%), and
environmental characteristics %). managerialWhereas 
managerial 
competence, 
skills, 
training, 
skills 
and 
the 
key 
employees 
are 
rated 
highly 
as 
success 
factors 
i
black-owned enterprises, innovation, setting i i ,
education environmental characteristics are not evaluated
as very sign i ficant.
Th*rd Research
Tables 34 through 42 summarize 
relating third question i this study which is.* Is there any
relationship critical
success i firms? _ critical
capital,which 
g
equipment, financial/strategic 
planning, internal 
R & D, modern
consultancy, departmentation, managerial skills,
employee skills, and entrepreneurial skills.
enterprises Many small implement projects
utilizing capital. Venture capital is
that which i i high-risk projects which are likely
capital 
to generate large returns. Reserve profit annually ploughing back a percentage 
of into a specialspecific 
fund 
for 
*abiliy
i 
icaptal is llustrated 'in
Table 34. Whereas less than three percent (2.5%) of the
sample regarc ._' venture and reserve capital as not or
slightly 
94
in small black-owned 1 l over 80
' lpercent (82.5%) viewed this factor as very or most acki g.
A Any deficiency of venture/reserve capital would impair the
capacity firm's exploit investment ' opportunities.
Table
Availability i as a Critical
Lactor i i
frggUency Percent
lacking 
Not at all Slightly 
Lacking 
6 
15.0
lacking Very lacking 
10 
25.0
Most 
Total 40 
100.0
Financial and strategic planning skills are crucial to
effective the 
firm. evaluation the availability financial
strategic and planning skills small black-owned
businesses. Whereas less than one-tenth (7.5%) of the sampled
firms skills in small
black-owned 
lacking.
or most
95
Table 35
II q®II "it gf 
_ mq0® M B 
1 plAnnLin kills as
Critical Eactor Black-owned 8 ELirms IN A91
ErggUenc Pe cent
II Not at all lacking 0 0.0
Slightly lacking 3 7.5
Lacking 7 .
Very lacking 17 42.5
Most lacking L3 3245
Total A-0 100.0
The internal research and development (R & D) function
enables the small entrepreneur to keep abreast of new
R technologies. Table 36 shows the sample's evaluation of
factor. Approximately one-tenth (12.5%) of the sample thought
slightly 
internal 
Research 
and Development 
(R & D) 
as 
a success
that internal 
Research 
and Development 
(R & D) 
skills 
were
not or 
lacking 
in smal  
black-owned 
firms. 
In
constrast, more than 70 percent (72.5%) viewed these skills
as very or most lacking. Internal R & D i assists the firm
II 
II 
g piein establishing goals for the long run,
9 
aids thedirection 
for the 
enterprise. 
Internal 
R & D also 
8 decision-making 
entrepreneur 
in the
96
Table 36
Am. LQ_
1.
lacking fKpqgenc_ Percent
Not at all lacking 2 5.0
Slightly 
Lacking lacking 
Very lacking 15 
37.5
Most 
Total 40 
i-0-0.0
The respondents'evaluation of the availability of modern
indicated 
equipment in black-owned firms is Table 37
1 i 9 Critical Factor in
M
Ergqgenc
Slightly Not a  all lacking 
1 
2.5
lacking lacking 
Lacking 16 
40.0
Very Most lacking 
6 
15.0
Total A-0 LO-O.O
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As presented 1e Table 37, whereas less than two-tenths
(17.5%) of the sample felt that the amount of modern
equipment iin small black-owned firms was not or slightly
lacking. lacking, 
more than four-tenths (42.5%) 
considered this factor
as very or most 
would likely " 
firm,
productive increase efficieny, and expand the volume of
equipment 
output. It seems that modern relatively very scarce factor i
one-fifth (15%) of the respondents estimated the factor as
most lacking.
assistance Consultants provide technical i
many management areas. The assessment of the availability of
consultants in small black firms i
Table 38
4 T__ r1tor in
Frequency Rercent
Not at all lacking 2 5.0
Slightly lacking 4 10.0
Lacking Very lacking 
12 
30.0
"
Most lacking 12 30.Q
Zotal 40 100._Q
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Table 38 indicates that whereas less than a fifth of the
sampled firms thought that consultants were not or slightly
lacking in small black-owned firms, 60 percent concluded that
skills the w re very or most deficient. Small entrepreneurs
® often cannot afford the services of consultants. Therefore,
without 
many small black entrepreneurs operate guidance itical areas of man gement.
" Departmentation is the grouping of tasks or functions
i 1 enterprise. n the The departmentation of the small
business during 
relieve details entrepreneur of many enabling him to
concentrate 
on 
the 
imperatives 
expansion. 
departmentation 
perceived
respondents, 1 indicated 'in Table 39.
Table 39
in Black-owned Firms 0 AkI
Not g': 
a
® Slightly lacking 1 2.5
Lacking 1 37.5
a Very lacking 14 35.0
" 
AMost lacking 
Total 40 
"
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Table 39 shows that, whereas approximately one-tenth
(12.5%) of the subjects felt that small black-owned firms
. . .
were not or slightly lacking . halfin departmentation 
skills, 
lacking.
'dered these skills as very or most consi skills these ight firm which
functional 
needs depar'--_'_-:_nts during 
rapid Managerial skills (which include planning, oLg 
_izingr
directing, 
controlling) 
staffing, and illustrates
'tal for success in the small firm. Table 40 
as vi
which the degree to 
considered 
skills i black-owned firms. Whereas 30 percent
firms 
of the sampled 
managerial 
skills 
lacking 
slightly i black firms, viewed lacking.Table 40
cal Fag-iAvailabilit i i'
®...... t 8 ®P .fi t
Not at all lacking 4 10.0
lacking Slightly Lacking 11 
27.5
Very lacking 12 30.0
Most lacking 5 w
100
The evaluation of the availability of employee skills in
small black-owned firms i in Table 41.
Table 41
AyAjjqhjjjty 
, i ].
FirBlack-owrLed Erpqmency nt
Not at all lacking 4 10.0
Slightly lacking 10 25.0
Lacking 19 47.5
lacking Very lacking 
6 
15.0
Most 
1 
2.5
Total 40 
-1-0-0-J-0-
Table 41 reveals that more than three-tenths (35%) of
the sample agreed that employee skills were not or slightly
lacking in small black-owned firms. In contrast, less than
two-tenths 
7. 
viewed 
lacking. likely efficient 
adequate 
supply of a employees.
crucial The skills of the entrepreneur are tom:;,
]. the small black-owned firms. The assessment of the
a 'lability of entrepreneurial skills in the zampled fi
" a a ais outlined in Table a one-third Whereas nearly (32.5%) of
entrepreneurial 
the sample thought that the supply of 
a lacking, less than three-tenths 
+
was not or slightly
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viewed this factor as very or most ® lacking.
Table 42
4 5 8 f EntreprgMeurial ills as a Critic _Factor
lacking 
Frgqggncy 
Percent
Not at all 
"
Slightly lacking 6 15.0
d Lacking 16 40.0
Very lacking 8 20.0
Most lacking 3 7.5
"
The data concerning the availability of selected
described irms were i
i l factors in small black-o,-j f*
this section of the study. The percentages of the
respondents, i rating critical
very or most lacking in small black-owned firms were.o venture
/reserve capital (83%), financial/strategic planning (75%),
(73%), consultants (60%), departmentation
skills (50%), modern managerial skills
am entrepreneurial skills (28%), and employee skills
(18%). Whereas venture/reserve capital, financial/strategic
planning, 
considered firms, 
lacking in black-owned 
employee and entrepreneurial
skills were not so regarded by the respondents.
711:= ese arc h r, n 'I
The fourth 
research 
question 
is'. Is staff 
development
firms? 
102
one 
of the 
determinants 
of success 
in small 
black-owned
The 
"
description
question is presented below.
More than nine-tenths 
( 
firms determinants that staff development was one of the in small enterprises. 
consideredstaff development as an extremely significant
training The amount of staff during the period 1985 to 1989 is outlined in Table 43.
Table 43
Amount of Btaff i i i i
Black- - -- I
One to three years 2 5.0
Less than one year 26 65-..0
two-thirds 
More 
than 
three 
years 
12 
30.0
To 
40 
100 0
Table 
43 shows 
that 
about 
(65%) 
of the
firms sampled training
one year i
third firms provided training
opportunities to
" their in more than three years.
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In summary, the overwhelming majority (95%) of the
respondents considered staff development as a success factor
1 small black-owned firms. Nearly two-thirds (65%) of the
provided sampled entrepreneurs staff training for less than
one year in the period 1985 to 1989, compared to about
years.one-third (30%) who did so for more than three fifth The i
entrepreneurs aware of the role of staff development in the
success of their firms? The data relating to the fifth
summarized question are l section study.
Table 44 presents the responses of the sampled
entrepreneurs to the question: Are you aware of the role
that staff development can play i firm?
&wareness 
2f 
the 
Role 
of 
Staf 
f Dr 
91 
Table 
44
a'10 Firms LN API
Lercent
Not at all aware 0 .0
Slightly aware 2 5.0
Aware 13 32.5
Very aware 17 42.5
Extremely aware R 20"
. "e";a' 40
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Table 44 indicates all entrepreneursof the sampled 
expressed in the
success of their firms. However, whereas less than one-tenth
(5%) of the respondents were slightly
development 
extremely 
aware 
of staff This awareness 
i likely 
motivate 
firms provide 
their 
i opportunitiesSixth 
development.
Question
sixth The question i this study iso. Does the
leadership small black entrepreneurs affect success
i their 
Table 45 indicates 
leadership 
styles 
small black 
entrepreneurs.
Table 45
Leaderghip 
1 
Blagk Entrepreneurs 
Blyles 
_ Freauencv Percent
business 
owner and workers 
make
decisions
alone Owner decisions
Total 4 100
Table 45 shows that i two-thirds
sample, leadership the democratic workers collaborated
important 
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making 
decisions. In the 
other it
( the owners alone decided on critical matters.
entrepreneurs Table 
46 presents the responses 
of the sampled
question.- Does your leadership
firm?affect the success of your Table 6
Effect -of i i Black-owned
Firms
Percent
Yes 32 80
No 8 20
Total 40 100
Table 46 shows that 80 percent of the sampled
entrepreneurs declared 
their leadership styles the success of their firms. It seems that e respondents
realized that the success of the firms depended significantly
on the quality of their leadership.
The types of staff training provided by the sampled
firms are presented i- Table 47. On-the-job training was the
most prevalent form of staff training, it was provided i
approximately two-thirds (67.5%) of the firms. One-fifth of
the sampled firms i provide specific training
the employees. In addition, very little emphasis on formal staff training in the sampled firms,
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Table 47
j1
within On-the-lob 
training 27 
67.5
Formal training . f
institutions 7.5
training Formal f f firms .
f
No specific training 8 _20.O
-9a ? .4-j
The seventh research question in this study is.- Is 1.
f relationship between : .' 1 and success 'inany black-owned firms? Table 48 shows the percentages 
of the
firms that possessed sp(-,, .. .c staff development skills within
* staffs. The data reveal 4a+4 -.. ., that the sampled firms,their as a group, possessed relatively low levels of the staff
f 4 f f f g
development skills targetted in the interviews. The skills in
which the firms were marginally equipped were in the
'Instruction 
evaluation of 
. f e deficiency 
f f 
ei ®.a
® 
.
+ existed in areas such as the analysis of Job characteristics,
the creation of courses and learning packages, determination
of instructional .
f 
f 
.
resources, and in instructional planning.
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Table 48
cl-
e R 1
Types 2-f 
.
ICY __ercent
instruction 24 60.0
Communicate in visual, oral forms 22 55.0
Demonstrate interpersonal behavior 19 48.0
Assess learner characteristics 16 40.0
Detu,:.ine
Sequence learner outcomes 12 30.0
Sequence learner activities 12 30.0
Write statements of learner outcomes 10 25.0
Analyse learning setting 9 23.0
instructional 
Specify characteristics 
Analyse jbs 9 23.0
learning Create courses, .
t instructional 
monitor Plan and instructional 
.
1. section i study, the data pertaining
described. the total sample 
for the Interview 
Study (Phase Two) 
were
Research Questions Two through Seven were r to
organize the description data. The first null
hypothesis was tested 1 the questionnaire component (Phase
sect-ions one) of this 
study. Th remaining 
six null hypotheses 
are
tested in the
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m . tU a
The second null hypothesis in this study is: The
itical factors essential ' si i i
small black-owned firms.
firms 
A comparison 
is drawn between 
the most successful 
and
the least successful 
small black-owned 
relative success factors identified 
in Chapter Two. ' In this way 'itis
discerned 
enterprises.for both 
groups 
of small 
black-owned 
comparison 
Table 49 shows the i
successful small black-owned enterprises on the selected
itical factors. The mean for the most successful
black-owned it in respect to training ' is 4.25, that for
least the i 4.10, and the observed significance
level i " " As the observed significance ' "
. .
-" 
difference on training as a success factor. Thus the null hypothesis is
rejected. not "0 i -
value of training
Table 49 shows that for education the mean for the most
successful small n : x. is 3.95, that for the
least successful i 3.15, and the observed ' significance
" " As the observed significance level of " <
.05, the difference between the groups on the variable
significant. education is hypothesisThus the null ' The most successful black entrepreneurs seems to
® rejected.
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have a higher regard for education than the least successful.
Table 
49 gf the 
_
Trenges Betwgen the Most and
Succegsful U Variables
Training 
Latc
m .967 4.10 .641 .58 .566
Education 3.95 1.146 3.15 .875 2.48 .018*
Development 3.10 1.165 2.75 1.372 .87 .390
Control system 4.00 m 3.75 1.070 .7 .455
m608Communication a 3.75 1.333 3.55 1.099 a52
Entrep. in decisions 4.45 .759 3.75 1.070 2.39 .022*
Entrep. behavior a .923 3.30 1.302 2.80 .008*
Innovation m 2.90 1.373 2.56 .016*
® 3.75 1.164 2.80 1.281 2.45 .019*Creativity m competence a .308 4.25 .786 3.44 .002*
managerial skills m .470 4.25 .716 2.35 .025*
Interpersonal Skills 4.40 .754 3.30 .923 4.13 .000*
. 1 " ", .80 .429Environmental factors 3.45 1191 Top managemenyt's role 4.45 .999 3.85 1.040 1.86 
.070
Key employees 4.40 .598 3.75 .786 2.94 .006*
Setta ing o, m .999 3.00 7 3.05 .004*
4.05 1.099 3.65 a 107
260 a .293Long 
range 
view 
* Prob. 
< .05 level of significance
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Table 49 indicates variable development,
successful the mean for the most irms 7. 3.10 that for the
least successful 1 2.7 5, and the observed significance
J significance .390 >
.05, there is no significant a
Therefore, 
hypothesis the null is not rejected. of entrepreneurs have not concentrated sufficiently on the
need to 7- the growth of the firm to that of the personnel.
"flexibleTable 49 reveals that for the variable informal control system", the ean fo  the most successful
firms 1 4. 0, that for the least successful is 3.75, and the
observed significance level is .455. As the observed
> r the difference between
the two variable "flexible informal control
system" is not significant. hypothesis is not
rejected. Apparently degree of success does not influence the
® function.attitude of small entrepreneurs 
to the control 
As sh wn 1 
r for the variable 
"communication
system" the mean for the most successful firms is 3.75, for
the least successful the mean is 3.55, and the observed
]. i i cance level i significance
level of 
.608 > p ==.05 the difference significant. not Consequently, the null hypothesis is not
level rejected. 
The 9 function.
firm's approach to the communication 
For the variable 
r"the entrepreneur 
as final
ill
decision-maker", the mean for the most successful small
firms black-owned 1 4.45, that for the least successful is
3.75, g significance level 1. . and the observed As the
observed significance = . , the difference
"entrepreneur 
between the two groups on the variable decision-maker" 
1 significant. hypothesis Thus the null 
a
rejected. 
firms
The most successful small black view more
strongly the role of the entrepreneur 1 decision-making.
variable Table 49 shows that for the "ntrepreneurial
behavior", firms the mean for the most successful 1 r
that for the least successful is 3.3 0, and the observed
ificance level is .008. As the observed 1 1fcance
level of .008 ^C 
. r difference the groups 1 significant. hypothesis 1 rejected.
black-owned Th  most successful firms are more convinced that
entrepreneurial behavior is a vital success factor.
Table 49 indicates variable innovation, the
mean for the most successful is 3.80, that for the
least successful 1 " ® and the observed significance
1 .016. As the observed significance .016 <
. r difference the between the two groups on the variable
innovation 1 significant. Therefore, the null hypothesis is
rejected. The most successful entrepreneurs apparently
endeavour to be more innovative, compared to the least
successful.
Table discloses
variable 
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black firms on the 
N 
3.75, that for the
A Y 0least successful is 2.80, and the observed significance level
$ .019. As the observed sg ige n"ificance level of W
A
.05, c 1 .ference between the two groups in respect to
creativity i significant. ATherefore, the null hypothesis is
rejected. Compared to the least successful, the most
A
successful small black-owned firms seem to be more creative.
As presented in Table 49 for the variable " A ® g
" 
A managerial
competence" 
the mean 
for the most 
successful 
small black
firms is 4.90, for the least successful the mean is 4.25, and
g A
the observed signifA icance level i.002. As the observed
® .01, the difference between
the two groups in respect to managerial competence is
significant. " N ATherefore, 
rejected. 
the null hypothesis is seems that the 
most successful 
small black entrepr neurs
have
more managerial competence, compared to the least successful.
" "managerial g 4 skills", the mean for theFor the 
variable 
A
most successful firms is 4.70J. that for the least successful
s 
.r. W
g g
c-ni-,ved significance level of .025 < p t the difference
between the two groups L 1 x g $ i
i i 1 " Aected. The most
successful small firms are likely to have a greater pool of
managerial skills, in comparison to the least successful
A firms.
,,. -.as 
N N
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mean for the most successful small black-owned firms is 4.401
that for the least successfu is 3.301 and the observed
3 i
level of 
.000 
r difference the groups relative to interpersonal skills 1 significant.
Therefore, 
hypothesis the null 
succ ssful small b ack entrepreneurs 
seem to be more adept at
interpersonal skills than the least successful.
A scrutiny of Table 49 shows that for the variable
"environmental characteristics" the mean for the most
successful small black-owned firms is 3.45, that for the
least successful 1 r and the observed significance
significance 
is .429. As the observed 
.429 > .05, difference the roups variable
"environmental characteristics" is not significant. Thus the
null hypothesis is not rejected. There is hardly any
difference between the most and the least successful small
evaluation 
black entrepreneurs 
concerning their environmental 
characteristics 
as success factor in small
businesses.
For the variable "top management involvement".. the mean
for the most successful black-owned firms is 4.45, for the
least successful it is r and the observed significance
level 'is .070. As the observed significance .070 >
. r the difference between the two groups on the variable
"top management tt is not significant. ,
hypothesis 
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the null 
is not rejected. Black 
entrepreneurs
significantly apparently do not differ a gi 1 their perception of
the role of top management as a success factor in the
operations of a business.
As shown 1 variable " s
r
employees" the mean for the most successful firms is 4.40,
successful that for the least i 3.75, and the observed
i 1 i
cance level .006. As the observed signifi
® r the difference between the two
groups concerning the e of key employees is significant.
Thus the null hypothesis is rejected. The most successful
higher entrepreneurs have a valuation of the skills of key
employees 
as 
a 
success 
factor 
1 
comparison 
successful.
Table 49 indicates 
_ that for the variable "setting of
pr or 
",
the mean for the most successful 1". black
firms ] , that for the least successful is 3. 00, and the
observed significance level is .004. As the observed
s i ificance level of .004 < p = .01, the difference
the two groups on the A P i significant.
Consequently, hypothesis the null is rejected. Small
enterprises which engage in the setting of priorities are
more likely to be successful iin that they would tend to
"maintenance 
address matters 
in order of 
importance.
For 
the 
variable 
ientat 
1 oron"
, the m an for the most successful small black
11
firms 1 , for the least successful the mean 'is , and
the observed significance level is .293. AS the observed
7. i. ficance level of a , the difference betweenl
the two groups relative to the maintenance of a long range
the nullorientation significant. Therefore, rejected.
hypothesis is not entrepreneurs in general have adopted the same attitude to a
long range perspective 3 c L , 4
firms Black-owned which intend to launch out into the
markets, 
national and foreign 
which 
competitive,
maintain probably would have to perspective in order to besuccessful.
In summary, it has been established that differences
following between the most successful and the least successful small
black-owned enterprises in Dade County exist on the
1 r a entrepreneur as final
decision-maker, behavior, entrepreneurial innovation,
creativity, competence, managerial skills,
and themanagerial interpersonal skills, employees, skills of key setting
priorities
Therefore, Hypothesis Two is rejected because the factors
essential for success "iq.- $1 'identical
businesses.black-owned
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9-f Third Null Hypothesis
In this section of this study the third null hypothesi
1 is
i tested. third The 1 .- There is no
relationship critical factors
and success i firms.
Crosstabulation was employed to show the sample's
specific assessment of critical factors to the success of the
sampled firms. Those critical factors have always been
firms. regarded as vital to the success of small A comparison
small is made between the 
most successful and 
least successful
firms black-owned a determine if they were
relatively 
_ lacking in the specific factors. The Chi-Square
test i
selected critical factors and success i firms.
The assessment of the scarcity of venture and reserve
. in the sampled 1 i
rms s provided n Table 50. Whereas
70 percent of the most successful small black-owned firms
1Odered that venture and reserve capital were most
deficient i their firms, less than a half (45%) of the least
successful respondents reported a shortage of the resource.
Generally, the resource was lacking in both groups of
black-owned firms. As the observed significance
.297 > p = .05, the conclusion is that the relationship
between venture/reserve capital and success is not
signi
not relied too heavily on venture and reserve capital to
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4
finance their business operations.
Table 50
® 3. i
Black=-owned Ei-rms LK _= A21
Success
most Least
VentpXe Successful successful
lacking Not at 
all lacking 0 (0%) 
0 (0%)
Slightly 
%)
Lacking E
Lacking Very (15%) 7
Lacking Most 1
Chi-Square 
Total 20 
20
/ Significance
Pearson m 7
evaluation The sample's deficiency systematic
financial strategic and planning is presented in Table 51.
Financial 
strategic 
planning 
provide for guiding entrepreneurial 
thinking actions. function provides direction for the enterprise, 
and assistsmanagement 
i 
deploying 
enterprise 
i
engages n systematic financ al and strategic i i i
policy matter of i ikely efficient
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decision-making within the firm.
Table 51
" Ilipa 
_e
_gtem ®. ._. em ' Din _d
aygtematic EinAngiA-1 Most Least
s p
.-- auccessfu
Slightly lacking 2 (10%) 1 (5%)
Lacking 5 (25%) 2 (10%)
Very Lacking 6 3 1
Most lacking 7 LL5%
e _ 2-01
Chi-Square Value D/F Significance
Pearson 3.16656 3 .36665
A perusal of Table 51 indicates that whereas a quarter
of the most successful respondents considered [t.
® 9 
8 4 ' and strategic planning in
their insufficient 
systematic 
financi
i t only one-tenth of the least successful firms did
so. However, nearly two-thirds (65%) of the most successful
firms reported the factor as r --T or most lacking, compared
to 85 percent of the least succ-- -A.'..l. Generally, both the
most successful and the least successful firms --.,Ilared the
factor as deficient. As the observed significance level of
m t the relationship between financial/
strategic 
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considered significant.
scarcity 
The sample's assessment of the R & D is indicated in Table .
One-tenth of the most
successful entrepreneurs did not regard internal R & D as
lacking firms. firms successful 
viewed lacking, 
nearly a
half (45%) of the least successful firms did so. As the
observed significance
relationship internal success _ i
i ficant.
Table 52
.a r r" ' Tmi1 ' Ito 'irms
(N 40)
Most Least
® Successful
Not at all lacking 2 %
Slightly lacking Lacking 
(25%) 
1 t
Very lacking 5 (25%) 10 (50%)
Most lacking -5 4 4IT
Total 20 2-0
Chi-Square / Significance
Pearson 10.47619 4 .033
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Table 53 indicates the degree t,- -i-ch the respondents
regarded modern equipment as a scarce resource in their
f bfirms. There was a slight difference in the extent to which
modern equipment is regarded as a scarce resource by both
groups of respondents. Forty percent in both groups
'dered the factor as lacking and 15% in both regarded it
i / 1
as most lacking. As the observed significance level .647
r the relationship 
between 
modern 
equipment firms success in black-owned significant.
Table 53
g2MRqKjg= 2f Modern 7 -n nt and Success in -B t
Success
MQSt Least
Not at all lacking 1 (5%) 0 (®%)
Slightly (20%)
Lacking 8 ( (
Very lacking 4 (20%) 7 (
lacking Most 0
T9tal 20 2-02
Chi-Square Value D/F Significance
Pearson 2.48485 4 .647
The relationship
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10 the sampled firms is shown in Table 54. Whereas one-tenth
of the most successful firms reported consultancy skills as
most lacking, half of the least successful respondents i
so. As the observed significance 
, the
relationship between consultancy in small
firms 
black-owned is considered marginally significant. Comparison Table 54
_Skills ck-o -d
i
Sgqg es
ans Lea:gt
TConcT-l'-mgy Skills l
Not at all lacking 2 ( %)
Lacking 7 ) (1)
lacking Very %) - (
lacking Most 10- L5-0-109-1
20
-_ Value ;/ Significance
Pearson 9.9" 4
perception 
.041
The sample's departmentation skills in small black-owned firms is shown i
fifth Table 55. one 
firms skills that departmentation their
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enterprises,; and less than one-tenth (5%) stated that they
were slightly lacking. Whereas i skills r
lacking most firms, -
i were defiient in one-fifth of the least successful. As the
observed significance .197
relationship 
i skills irms small black-owned is not " significant.
Table 55
a i 3ql_ I- -i ,-- i
Black-owned i
17'r
Most Least
r i 5kills Successful Successful
lacking Not at all (20%) )
Slightly lacking (5%) (
Lacking (35%) 8 (
lacking Very (30%) 8 (
Most lacking 2 J10-0- 2_01
Tgtal 20 20
Chi-Square Value D/F Significance
Pearson 1 .197
The availability " skills in the sampled
firms i indicated in Table 56. The skills were adequate in
one-fifth firms.
firms 
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one-tenth of the 
most successful 
deficient 1
managerial skills, (15%) of the least
firms successful similar experience. AS the observed
i ificance level of ® i i
managerial between skills in small black-owned
firms is not significant. 
finding is not consistent that of other studies, i which managerial skills are
reported as one of the i in small
businesses.
Table 56
i i Skills and Succe-s-s' In Black-owned
i
Success
Most Least
i
Not at all (
Slightly lacking %) )
Lacking 4 %) (35%)
Very lacking 6 ( (30%)
lacking Most i
Total 20. 20
i u Significance
Pearson 1
relative The deficiency employee in the
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sampled firms is presented 'in Table 57. Whereas more than
one-tenth (15%) of the most successful firms reported that
employee skills were not scarce, less 1-. i j one tenth (5%) of
the least successful did so. In addition, about one-third
(35%) of the former stated that employee skills were scarce,
two-thirds 
compared to almost relationship 
skills black-owned 
enterprises 
is not significant, 
as the observed
1gni 1.
Table 57
9 . .
l:
Succesa
. o aX-Ost
CT; ;f Succgss
lacking %)
Slightly lacking 7 %)
Lacking (35%) 12 )
Very lacking 3 (15%) 3
Zo-tal 2-9- 2-0
Chi-Square Significance
Pearson 4.91579 4 .296
The sufficiency of entrepreneurial skills in the sampled
firms 
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i indicated 
in Table 58. More than 
one-third 
the most successful firmc- a experiencing 
not of entrepreneurial 
skills. In contrast, 
nearly a half (45%)
of the least successful firms reported that entrepreneurial
skills were lacking- and one-tenth declared that the skills
were most deficient. relationship entrepreneurial
skills and success is not viewed as significant, as the
observed significance .067 > p .05.
Table 58
on 2f 
- uccess in
4
Black=owned Ei
Success
M Least
4
lacking Not 
at all lacking 7 
(35%) 0 
(0%)
Slightly 
1-
Lacking 7 (35%) 9 (45%)
Very lacking 
3 (15%) 5 (lacking 
Most
0
Total 20 20
Chi-Square Significance
summary, 
Pearson 
3.75000 
4 
.067
it has been established that the resources
discussed i lacking, in varying degrees,
126
in both the most successful and the least successful small
black firms in the sample. However, the deficiency was more
pronounced in the least successful firms. The relationship
between the factors and success in the firms was only
®ign i 1cant for nternal R & D and consultancy. The other1
factors were not significantly
third hypothesis 
relationship 
two of the critical 
.7 significant
>>'s
_g .1 NM11
Crosstabulati is used to categorize the responses of
and the Chi-Square tospecific the subjects to questions, which
test the fourth null hypothesis is: Staff development
determinants is not one of the in small
black-owned enterprises.
relationship 
The i black-owned firms 'is presented in Table 59. Both the most
successful successful and the least firmsblack-owned considered regarded staff development as related 
to success. 
One- nth
of the most successful firms i ficant compared to more than two-fifths (43%) of the
r
least successful. i . r whereas almost half (47%)
significant most successful firms 
regarded staff 
development 
as an
extremely a success factor, less than one-fifth
(14%) of the least successful iid so. As the observed
i i
the relatonshii ficance level of a r
between staff development and success 1
firms 
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is significant.
Table 59
1 in Black-owned
aggqess
HO-st Least
Not at all significant (n) 0 (0%)
Slightly significant %)
Significant
. igniicant ) )Very Extremely significant 
A 1 2-
20 20
Chi-Square Pearson 6.60000 
2 
.036
relationship between staff training and success inThe the sampled firms 
i
firms the most successful provided training
than three years in the period 1985 to 1989, only one-tenth
of the least successful did so. In addition, less than half
(45%) of the most successful small entrepreneurs, compared to
more than four-fifths (85%) of the least successful, provided
training opportunities
period. More emphasis was placed on training i
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successful than in the least successful small black firms.
relationship The i significant
significance 
as the observed Comparison Table 60 Btaff i i Black-owned 
Firms
)
Success
Most
Staff TraiDa*-n Successful auccessful
More than three years 10 (50%) 2 (10%)
One to three years 1 (1 %_
Less than one year -9 1:. 7 J 5- 5 o
Total 20 2-0
Chi-Square Value D/F Significance
Pearson 7 2 .02029
hypothesisThe fourth null i rejected rlationship -_ i and success in the
sampled firms has been found to be significant.
gi
which Tegt In this section 
of this study the fifth 
null 11A'.%,ihesis
is tested, 
is.- Small black 
en r preneurs are 
not awa__
of the role of staff development in the success of their
firms.
Crosstabulation was employed to categorize the responses
question 
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of the subjects to the the role of s aff dev lopment 
3in the success of 
their firms*
The Chi-Square was used to examine the relationship between
level of awareness and success 3 the sampled firms.
black-owned B th the most 
successful and least 
successful small
firms contribution of taff development 
to success in their fi
Table 61 shows the relationship between awareness of
staff development (as a success factor) and success.
Table 61
r- of the Awareness of Contribution of Staff
1 Black-owned Firms
Success
Awareness of Contribution Most Least
of Staff Devel Successful Successful
Not at all aware 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Not very aware 0 (0%) 2 (10%)
rAware 
5 
Very aware 
8 (40%) 9 (45%)
Extremely aware 2 6
Tot,-_ 20 2-0
]. Significance
Pearson 7.25113
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Table 61 shows that one-tenth of the least successful
firms, compared to none of the most successful, were not very
aware of the role of staff development in the success of
firms. their _ 11c-- --er,, whereas more than one-third of
the most successful firms were extremely aware of staff
development as a success factor, less than one-tenth (5%) of
the least successful were so aware. As the observed
i i , the i
between awareness (of staff development as a success factor)
and success i not significant. Therefore, the fifth null
. . .hypothesis is not rejected.
:L .21D s1s
The sixth null hypothesis is tested in this section of
a hypothesis is-. The leadership
4
styles of small black entrepreneurs do not affect success in
their firms.
Crosstabulation i utilized
of the most and least successful small black entrepreneurs to
spec i fc questions. The comparison of basic styles of
leadership 
C ----.. i
.leadership 'in the running of their enterprises in that their
employees participated in the . decision-making
participated comparison, 
the employees in the least 
successful firms
i decision-making 
other firms 'in both groups the entrepreneurs alone made
131
decisions. The relationship between leadership styles and
success in the sampled firms 1 considered marginally
significant, as the observed significance
Table 62
r 
l _ tyles p_ ].
ri
Success
most Least
%St%'71'r Of Successful 5uccessful
decisions 
Lg4dgrship
owner 
and workers 
make . decisions 
owner alone makes 1
0 20
SignificanceChi-Square
sixth Pearson 
3.95604 
1 
.046
The 
null hypothesis
is rejected 
as the
relationship i
i ifcant. gn  i
a T Hypothesis
Crosstabulation and the Chi-Square test are utilized to
hypothesis examine the seventh null i study, which i
There is no relationship i
® small black-owned firms.
Chi-Square Table 63 presents the
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relationship - ,] bfourteen selected HRD skills and success
in small black-owned Business activities sometimes
used as a framework within which to deliver instruction in
programs, training eg. loan packaging, exporting etc. Table
63 indicates that about two-thirds (65%) of the most
successful entrepreneurs possessed the requisite skills in
determining instructional
A
contrast, all the least successful firms were deficient i
particular the skills. significance
r a the relationship between the skills in
determining projects g appropriate instruction
significant.
programs, For the effective 
formulation of 
staff development
trainer the n eds to develop a profile of the
learner, 
which his or her basic characteristics described. Table 63 illustrates that three quarters of the
most successful entrepreneurs had the skills in evaluating
the characteristics of employees who were engaged in learning
projects within the firms. In comparison, only a fraction
(of the least successful entrepreneurs had those skills
their disposal. As the observed significance level of .'-,u
o r relationship the 
skills learner characteristics and success in black-owned firms is
ffi A
ificant.
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Table 63
ggmp io y
1 l 
in 
Firms 
Success
Most Least
Successful Successful
Yes % No % Yes o Chi-Sq. DF Sig.
Determining
Assessing 20.41 1 .000
Analysing 11.61 1 .000
Writing
of learner _. . _. 13.33 1 .000
Analysing learning
19 .008environments
Learner outcomes 12 60 8 40 0 0 20 100 . 1 .000
strategies Instr. 7.02 1 .008
Learner activities 11.90 1 .000
Instr. resources 7 35 13 65 1 5 19 95 . .017
Evaluating instruct. 20 100 0 0 4 20 16 80 . .000
Creating courses 8 40 12 60 1 5 19 95 . .008
Planning Communication Skills 
7 85 
.
.000
behavior Interp. 10 18 90 22.55 1 .000
training 
An efficient
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i te skills i job analysis and task analysis. Table 63
indicates
entrepreneurs successful were able to analyse the structural
characteristics jobs and tasks, none of the least
successful had such skills. observed As the significance
level of . . .1, the relationship
analysing characteristics
significant.
The trainer should have the skills to describe the
development. expected outcomes of staff ilustrated i
skills Table 63, half of 
the most successful 
entrepreneurs had 
the
writing learner outcomes, whereas
none of the least successful possessed those skills. As the
observed significance . ® . , the
relationship skills i writing
learner outcomes and success i significant.
trainer The skills i identifying
describing 
available 
'thin the firm. Table 63 reveals that whereas two-fifths of
the most successful entrepreneurs had the skills i analysing
learning - environments, less than one-tenth (5%) of the least
successful were so equipped. As the observed significance
level . . 1, relationship the skills
i analysing characteristics learning environment
and success i significant.
skills Te in sequencing learner outcomes were present
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1 indicated 2 Table 63. Whereas
three-fifths of the most successful entrepreneurs could
sequence learner outcomes, none of the least successful had
such skills. As the observed significance level of .000 <
w r the relationship skills 1 sequencing
learner in the sample is significant.
Table 63 shows that two-fifths of the most successful
r entrepreneurs, compared to less than one-tenth (5%) of the
least successful, possessed the it i specifying
instructional strategies
As the observed significance level of .008 < p = .01, the
relationship skills i specifying instructional
strategies 1 significant.
Table 63 indicates that whereas over half (55%) of the
most successful entrepreneurs had the skills in sequencing
learner activities i their i ity (5%) of the least successful were so equipped. As
the observed significance o
relationship skills 1 sequencing learner
activities 1 significant.
illustrates 
Table 63 also whereas skills one-third (35%) of the most successful entrepreneurs had the
1 determining suitable specific
instructional least
successful r significance
level 7< 0 the relationship
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i
.
All the most successful entrepreneurs possessed the
skills in evaluating instruction, compared to one-fifth
of the least successful. As the observed significance level
s 
relationship 
skills evaluating instruction and success is significant.job of the trainer also 
'includes the 
. formulation 
The courses, the development of learning packages, and theinstitution trainer
needs to specify the goals, content, and the criteria for the
evaluation of staff development program. The creation of
i . .participants, guidelines and .
workshop manager are important aspects of the staff
development function. Table 63 illustrates that whereas
two-fifths of the most successful entrepreneurs had the
necessary skills in creating courses, learning packages and
management systems for workshops in their HRD programs, less
than one-tenth (5%) of the least successful were so endowed.
As the observed 
.
. significance 
s 
0 the
relationship 
skills 
creating 
success is i i 1
Table 63 shows that more than on - hird (35%) of the
most successful entrepreneurs possessed the skills i
e oplanning
none of the least successful had any of those skills. As the
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. . .
observed significance level of .003 < , the
relationship between the skills in planning monitoring
instructional is significant.
As presented 1 , whereas nearly all (95%) of
the most successful entrepreneurs were able to communicate
effectively in different forms, less than one-fifth (15%) of
the least successful could do so. As the observed
. .
.
signi icance level of ® , relationshipthe 
communiction between the skills in i
ficanta
Whereas more than four-flifths (85%) of the most
successful entrepreneurs had the requisite skills in
interpersonal behavior, only one-tenth of the least
successful were so As the observed significance
level of ® < = .01, the relationship between the skills
i interpersonal behavior i significant.
The relationship
and success i -")led firms i significant. Thus, the
seventh 1 hypothesis is rejected.
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CHAPTER FIVE. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
final In this the chapter of i following
are presented: a summary of the study, a discussion
findings in light of the study's theoretical framework, the
1 i reached, and the recommendations for
further research.
Summary of the Study
® UnitedIn recent years the small business sector in the States has made a significant contribution national
development. Consequently, the federal government introduced
various programs to promote the growth and development of
significant small businesses. Despite assistance, the
mortality rate among small enterprises has continued at a
relatively high level.
Although t:f 1
businesses, analyse the problems of small vrious studies
have identified certain business failures.
credit, The latter include a deficiency of mod rn i 8
internal entrepreneurial, managerial
and 4 ya skills.
e o
businesses Oth r studies 
have examined the 
success factors in 
small
entrepreneurial behavior, managerial
skills, skills, interpersonal creativity, innovation,
motivation, communication skills, and the personality
characteristics of the entrepreneur. These success factors
13
are a related to the human resources enterprise.n the As mall entrepreneurs lack extensive control 
ov r 
the 
supply
financial firm, achieve
success they have to depend increasingly maximizing
efficiency of the human resources within the firm. In this
process, the availability
skills critical
The problem examined i
characteristics firms in Dade
County, Florida. The purpose of i identify
the characteristics
enterprises, focusing relationship selected
iical factors and success.
The review of the literature
major questions surrounding in this study. Those
questions 
which the framework of the study.descriptive i _w
selected for i which included first
targetphase was a base data survey of a sample of the population i h v,,
Florida. The survey provided data concerning the demographic
characteristics 
population, 
' hypothesis discussed i this chapter. Thefirst null base data were collected by means of a questionnaire.
successful and least successful small black entrepreneurs
identified, 
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were 
i 
comprising and a random 
sample representatives from each 
group was selected. i
the base of the second phase of this study, which was a
ided interview designed to generate quantifiable data to
remaining i this study.test the In Phase One (the base data survey) of 1 
_r
percentages utilized to describe
and analyse the numeric and categorical variables. The
Chi-Square was used to assess the relationship between the
categorical variables and success, and the t-test to assess
differences the least successful
firms small black-owned numeric variables.
In Phase Two (the interview study), percentages and
frequency counts were utilized to describe the data collected
for the sample of twenty most successful and twenty least
successful small black entrepreneurs. The Chi-Square was
utilized relationships
variables and success in small black-owned firms. The t-test
was used to assess the differences between the two groups in
respect to the six remaining 1 this study.
major findings this study in terms of theThe hypotheses test d and questions 
answered 
are:
1. The first null hypothesis vv
characteristics for success were not the same for the most
black-owned successful and the least successful mal _. .
hypothesis 2. The second null
141
essential for success were not identical in the most
successful and the least successful small black-owned
enterprises.
3. The third null hypothesis was rejected as a significant
relationship exists between selected critical business
rejected 
factors and success.
4. 
The 
fourth 
null 
hypothesis 
was 
relationship
found to be significant.
fifth 5. The null hypothesis was not rejected as the
relationship 
success factor) and success was not significant.
sixth 
.The 
hypothesis 
rejected 
relationship 
leadership 
i ignificant.
hypothesis 
7. The seventh null relationship
i ifcant. gn  i
Discussion
® section 
i
light In this of the literature review presented in Chapter Two. The
questions 
research 
provide 
the discussion 
which 
principal 
indings, 
from 
the The primary concern f i
characteristics firms
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Dade County, Florida. The seven research questions were
(.1:,..1.ned in order to _L the problem in this study.
First research question: firms? What are the general characteristics
of small black-owned First null hypothesis: The 
----- aracterist,- 
-or success are
the same for all small black-owned firms.
Like other business s a 
a
persons, 
operating 
success in business is the major objective of the small black
mortality entrepreneur. 
Success has 
be n the 
focu of 
many
studies due to the high firms.
Consequently, various success factors have been identified
(Thomas, r 
._1. " in order to provide .
successful operation of small firms.
a In this study it has been determined 
that the selec-" 
were not 
-identical 
success 
ims.
a
The relationship between duration of present business and
i a 
"success was signi I
differences 
most successful and 
the least successful 
small black
entrepreneurs- showed .
over time. Nearly irds (61.2%) of those 'in business for
five to seven years were least successful, -- _reas more than
four-fifths (85.5%) of those in business for more than ten
years were most successful. Apparently the success rate was
greater for the small black-owned business the longer the
a it was in a
period operation.
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In this study form of business organization (sole
proprietorship, partnership, corporation) was not identified
as a success factor for small black-owned enterprises. This
finding is supported in the literature as there is no
evidence that any business structure is any more successful
than another.
Major business activity was determined to be associated
to success, as the relationship between both factors was
significant. The sampled firms had as their major business
activities the retail trades, services, the professions and
construction. The majority of the firms in these activities
were most successful. More than four-fifths (86.7%) of the
firms in construction, over half (52.6%) in retail, more than
two-thirds (67%) in services and nearly two-thirds (65.7%) of
those in the professions were most successful.
Net profit was identified as a success factor, as its
relationship to success in the sampled firms was significant.
There were significant differences in the amounts of net
profit earned by the most and least successful firms in the
sample. Nearly all of the firms which failed to make a net
profit (97%) were least successful. In comparison, more than
nine-tenths of the firms earning a net profit from $50,000 to
$150,000 in 1989 were most successful.
There were significant differences in the number of
full-time employees engaged by the most and least successful
firms, and in the number of years a net profit was earned
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during the period 1985 to 1989. However, there was no
significant difference between the two groups concerning the
number of part-time workers employed.
Second Research question
Second research question: What critical factors are essential
for success in small black-owned businesses?
Second null hypothesis: The factors essential for success are
identical in all small black-owned firms.
The majority of the selected success factors were not
determined to be identical in the sampled enterprises.
There was no significant difference between the groups on
training, flexible informal control system, close
unstructured communication system, environmental
characteristics, top management involvement, and maintenance
of a long range orientation. However, differenes between the
most and least successful firms were found in respect to:
i. Education
ii. Entrepreneur as final decision-maker
iii. Entrepreneurial behavior
iv. Innovation
V. Creativity
vi. Managerial competence
vii. Managerial skills
viii. Interpersonal skills
ix. Skills of key employees
X. Setting of priorities from the early phase
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The success factors which were not identical for both
the most and least successful small black entrepreneurs were
more characteristic of the former than of the latter firms.
indicates An examination of these factors closely related to the human resources 
within he firm over
which the small entrepreneur can exercise some direct
control, unlike the other two factors - financial resources
and physical resources - over which he has little control, if
any (Nadler, 1986). It .3 likely that some of the firms were
most successful because they utilized effectively the human
disposal.resources at their Mj ird
t
critical Third research question: Is 
there any relationship 
between
the amount of 
in small
black-owned firms?
Third null hypothesis.- There .iis no relationship the
amount of selected critical factors and success in small
black-owned firms.
e The selected critical factors were deficient in both the
firms 
most and least 
successful 
small black-owned 
sample. 
This inadequacy 
was more significant 
in the latter
than in firms. relationship The selected critical factors and success was not significant,
were: exc pt for internal R & D and consultancy skills.
The critical factors which were not related to success
capital, venture and reserve systematic
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strategic 1 r modern , departmenta i skills,
managerial skills, employee skills, and entrepreneurial
findings skills. These particular
i i determined cal factors were in other studies as vital to
the success and growth of small i i
during 
n general.
Olson (1987) reported 
that various functional 
established within
small the enterprise, introduction and the routines
itates a pool of specialized necessi skills. Thomas (1988)
noted that managerial, employee and skills
entrepreneurial
crucial were small enterprises.
operating 
Thomas (1988) also stated that access to was important for success i irms. )
venture 
pointed to the scarcity 
of capital 
i i i cant reason why many small f ir failed.
Systematic financial/strategic 
planning equipment determinants i small
enterprises Departmentation also
enterprises contribute to the success of small ,
The scarcity of the selected critical factors in the
sampled firms is not surprising. ri c r ski
in the United States has become very conservative in recent
years, and has reduced its lending to the small black
firms business sector 
(Dingle, 1986). The 
majority of the
proprietorships,
workers. two The small i
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Therefore, 4tated the 
creation of separate 
departments.
the need for i within
aver:, t_, small black-owned enterprises has not been
ign i 1 cant. The small entrepreneur cannot devote sufficient
strategic time to such important 
functions as systematic 
financial and
planning. The shortage of venture/reseve capital
contributed has inadequacy equipment 3.
small black-owned firms.
determinants Fourth Research QMest on
Fourth research question: Is staff development one of the
in small black-owned 1
hypothesis: Fourth null is not one of the
determinants of success 3, small black-owned firms.
Staff development was found to be one of the
determinants of success in the sampled firms, as the
relationship between the two variables was significant. As
over
the small entrepreneur possesses little control the
1 1 lity of financial 
physical heavily 1986), he has to rely efficiency
in the
which resources in order to realize growth and success American economy complex and competitive. Th_--is (1988) reported that training
l black-owned
and educ4,-.,',on were prerequistes for success
firms.
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®® 8 Research Question
Fifth research question-, Are small black entrepreneurs aware
of the r of staff development in the success of their
firms?
Fifth l hypothesis: entrepreneurs Small black are not
their aware of the role 
of staff development 
in the success of
Small black entrepreneurs i
important 
staff development 
was little 
whereas 
a one-third 
firms 
successful 
successful 
development 
as a success 
factor, 
less than 
one-tenth 
of the
least 
informed. were so relationship 
generally awareness and success was significant.
that the most successful small black entrepreneurs were those
inclusion who sought minority vendor lists of state
and local governments, as well as other organizations.
Consequently, they __Od be more aware of success factors
business 
such 
as 
staff 
development.
Probably the small development agencies in Dade
aggressive County have not been adequately promoting their
staff development programs in the black small business
" situation may very well explain the low level ofsector. This awareness of th  value of staff development i
black-owned
businesses.
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ff
question: Sixth research leadership styles of small
black entrepreneurs affect success in their firms'.';'
styles Sixth null hypothesis-. The leadership f small black
entrepreneurs do not affect success in their firms.
leadership The styles of small black entrepreneurs
affect the success of the firms. Four-fifths of the most
democratic 
successful firms had leadership employees participated in decision-making, 
compared to only
firms. half of the least successful Also half of the least
successful firms had owners who alone made decisions,
compared to just one-fifth of the most successful. It is
likely that the small black entrepreneur has to adopt a
maximum eadership style that allo.1 the participation
employees i running business in order to ensure
success.
_qventh Research
Seventh research question: Is there any relationship between
HRD skills and success i small black-owned firms?
Seventh null 
i is no relationship 
;" ' i
All the selected HRD skills in this studl -.-ra found to
significantly related i black-owned firms.
successful Both the most and least irms deficient i
skills. 
respect to the selected HRD inadequacy pronounced in
firms 
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successful 
.
resource development 1 promoting
would have been iacquired to improve staff development
efforts.
a
this study information
firms black-owned in Dad  County, Florida, was collected and
basic analysed in a survey and interview study. Based on the
findings this study, the following
conclusions have been made,:
m The major characteristics
black-owned firms are:
a. The sole proprietorship is the main form of business
organization successful black-owned small firms.
Their major business activities are the retail trades
services.and c. Most of them (63.2%) make a net profit of less than
$50,000.
profit d. The majority (76.1%) 
of small black 
entrepren(.."., make
a net 
in ny 1 y ar 
eriod.
e. Small black entrepreneurs i County, Florida,
part-time engage between one and two full-time employees.
f. The majority of small black-o--.3d firms do not. E-Alg'
identical .Success factors are not small
black-owned iirms.
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3. The relationship
(R & D) and success is significant.
4. The relationship between consultancy services and success
in small black-owned businesses is a significant.
5. The majority of small black-owned firms are relatively
deficient in critical factors.
relationship 
6. The firms in small black-owned 
1 significant.
7. The majority of small black entrepreneurs are not
extremely aware of the value of staff development to the
firms.success of their 8. The relationship leadership ificant in small black-owned enterprises
relationship 9. The between HRD skills and success is
1. i 1 cant . firms.n small black-owned 
:ate,. 
This study is an exploratory 
effort to define 
the
characteristics of the successful small black entrepreneurs
® in Dade County, Florida. The fol w ng recommendations are
made for further research.-
1. Experimental studies need to be carried out to further
_. lNjse the relationship between skills and success in
firms 
black-owned 
' findings 
treated 
as preliminary.
unlike this2. To confirm or 1 findings as,
relationship other s udies hav  repor ed a significa tstudy,
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between the following factors and success in small
enterprises: venture and reserve capital, systematic
financial and strategic planning, modern equipment,
departmentation, managerialemployee and entrepreneurial
skills.
3. To further assess the relationship between awareness of
staff development (as a success factor) and success in small
black-owned firms.
4. To analyse the relationship between leadership styles
firms and success in black-owned relationship 1 l
marginally study was determined to be ignificant.
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APPENDIX A
SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES FOR PROPOSED STUDY
Activities
Phase One
1. Pilot 1/15/91 - 2/15/91
® Selection s 2/16/91 2/28/91
3. Data Collection 111 5/15/91
. Data Analysis 5/16/91 5/31/91
5. Interpretation
Phase Two 6/1/91 - 6/15/91
. Construction Interview Guide 
/i 1 6/30/91
Pretesting .u: e- Guide 7/1/91 7/15/91
Selection Subjects 7/16/91 - 7/31/91
Conduction Interviews 
8/1/91 
- /1/1
10.Data Analysis 8/16/91 8/31/91
11. Interpretation 9/1/91 9/15/91
12. 9/16/91 10/31/91
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APPENDIX B
Dear 
RE 1 Small Business I am a doctoral candidate i
FloridaEducation and Human Resource Development Program at International University. currently I amconducting f r mydisser ation. Thepu pose oftstu y isexamin
the characteristics firms i
Florida.
Would youDade County, seeking I am your cooperation i i study. inutes
take a few in the stamped, self-addressed 
envelope I have enclosed
by 1 . All information treated i strict
confidence, will be used for statistical analysis
high rate of return of the survey i vital findings
andstudy. the Therefore, your response 1 important,
would be much appreciated.
If you like, will share with
study. 
If you have 
any questions, 
hesitate 
do not me at 
.
Thank you for your i interest in this study. I
look forward to receiving your completed survey.
truly,Yours 
Granville 
A. 
Dickson
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APPENDIX C
Miami/Ft. Minority
Business Development Center
funded by: U.S. Department of Commerce
Minority Business Development Agency
February 1, 1991
Dear Survey Respondent.,
The Miami/Ft. Lauderdale 
encourages 
survey/questionnaire the attached prepared by Mr. Dickson.
The data gathered from all completed/returned questionnaires
w ill allow Mr. to present a study, of black-owned businesses
1 Dade County, that may serve as the basis for future
economic development initiatives.
The Miami/Ft. Lauderdale MBDC fully supports the efforts
Dickson of Mr. 
will recognize potential i your
Sincerely 
responses.
yours,
Francis 
Executive 
Director
I
_,,-'_!da1 Square Associates
1200 N.W. 78th Avanue, Suite 1
Miami, , 305-591-7355.
APPENDIX D
BMA 
item. 
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.LL BUSINESS QUEa!JQKNA1U
Please 
complete 
each 
information 
confidential, 
statistical
and will be
used for analysis only.
Directions: For each item listed below, please put a check in
the appropriate space to indicate i
taken to mean net profit after allocations to reserves and
taxation.
1. How l business
(if less than 1 years, do not answer the remaining
-5 - 7 years
business 
-Less 
than 
5 
years
-7 
-
10 
years
____More 
than 
10 
years
2. 
What 
form 
of 
organization 
is your 
firm?
sole 1 i A
3. Please check one of the following categories to
indicate i i
contractor, 
ity:
painting,
-Construction 
(General
carpentry
setc.).
Manufacturing
movers, etc.).
Retail -Transportation 
(Truckers, 
-Wholesale
(service f y- 4- -, .. a 1 o
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-Agriculture (afforestation, landscaping,
fisheries 
..
-Financial (real estate, bank, savings and loan etc.).
-Services (beauty salon, barber, garage, motel etc.).
s
-Professional i r dentist, attorneyl l-.it..__).
4. How many employees do you have full and part-time,
profit 
including 
yourself? 
_ 
full-timepart-time
5. How many 
years has your 
firm made a net 
allocations for investment and taxation) 
during
the previous i years? Check c
years when a net profit was made:
-19 8 5_1 9 8 6_1 987_19 8 819 89
6. How much net profit did your firm for the year
ending December 31, 1989'
r
$50,001 
- $100,000
r $150,000
r - $200,000
r - $250,000
$250,001 - $300,000
$300,001 $350,000
$350,001 $400,000
$400,001 ,® $450,000
$450,001 _ $500,000
-Over $500,00
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APPENDIX E
-INTERVIT'l SCHEDULE
A Study of the Characteristics of Successful Small
Black-owned Enterprises in Dade County,
Florida
Introduce yourself. Create a comfortable, trusting
environment before commencing the interview.
Be cognizant of the fact that the majority of the
interviewees will not be experienced in formal interviewing,
and that many of the terms used 3will be strange to them.
Conduct the interview carefully, recording any complexity
uncertainty. and Provide the interviewee with any relevant
assistance in order that he/she can respond appropriately
i..1the questions.
Indicate stating 
like...
"I am trying to find out the characteristics of the
firms successful small black-owned Florida.
Many small black entrepreneurs are lr but for
different reasons- and to varying degrees.
"I'm i talking business to find out the factors which have helped them to be
successful during the last five years.
t"When I talk about 
"success" I am not j referring survival of your firm during the previous five years. I-...
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that your firm might have done very well, or not so very
operationswell, or might have just covered its costs of ' (including i
certain Maybe you took actions which 
business be successful 
- improving old ones or introducing new 
e M
ones.
or perhaps certain events in the economy assisted your
business.
"Try to think . five years. I want to find out
business what helped to ensure your point
items out any of the list I will present to you,
think whether or not you i significant.
" wish to make a list small
firms black-owned i Dade County, because they are not
question w idely known. Another which like to
answer is the important factors that are lack*ng *n small
firms black-owned successful. i explains
which why I want you to answer fully the questions i
ask you.
"Try i which you run your business..
am intereted 1 i i i
business 
if the way you 
operated your
efficiency 
of your 
You
i i nformation think i important.may gve me any
et will need information training of workers in your
i d intend as I find out if staff development is one of
® in small black-ownedthe ways to realise success 
enterprisess, 
nd if so, to what extent.
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"I will be checking 
business skills are aware of the role that staff development can play in the
suciC-,e--ss of their businesses. Also important is the extent to
which training programs are found in
small black-owned firms.
"As you talk to , will recording interview
use of this device (show tape recorder). I find that often
information important i not written during
interview, later and that reports prepared includeon do not important points. 1 1 s Cv mell caused by ap  of
memory after the interview. using i recorder, i
be able to record all the points made in the discussion.
"To help you to remember, please 1 list of
questions list). I don't expect you to remember
askimmediately. 
everything 
will, 
for 
3 
reason, 
questions
additional 
Point 
e
and that 3 is okay to takedifficult answer a question,
some time. interrupt Do not person's order
questions, 
to ask further 
unless 
1 1 evident 
iterviewee 
is far off track. dispute interviewee's 
decisions 
a opinions, 
certainly 
but times make one or more attempts 
to check 
1 understanding
of the question, or to clarify their response. Note any
doubts you have about the accuracy or relevance of the
answers you get.
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Critical i l Small Lor Success In Businesses
LQuestion L-1 2n DAta 
.
interested Note a. Now we are in finding out the critical
success factors in small black-owned enterprises. These
factors are often not vi You will need to think
possible carefully about in your business.
When you are convinced that the interviewee
identified list all possible success
factors, say something like this....
Alright, thank you. You have listed and rated all the
success factors you know. If you think of any other while we
are talking, mention please do them.
RglAtignahiR Between Selected Critical -74- Success
Small .1 .
initiate discussion on this topic in the
interview, something say like this....
"The presence of certain factors i required small success of firms. absent, If they are thfirms may
only be barely 1® it is important identify
factors so that needed actions might be taken to make the
successful.small firm 
Identify " Here is a list of critical factors which might ens;-, ,
the success rate of small busineesses. 
'der related to the success of small firms."
critical 
those you consi
Show the list of factors which should be
present in successful small enterprises. The interviewee
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should then rate the factors on the five-point
proviided.
ataff 
__pment As - A - Deter in of Success LQuest:.Ign 
_t 3
Qn 2ata aheetlQ
To commence discussion on this topic, say something
1 this....
"Staff 
training 
certain 
skills 
present 
i organization.
to what the manager l trying to achieve now and in the
important 
future. These skills are very which lacks control over the supply of capital and modern
equipmenti- and has to depend very mu on the use of
c i
workers for i effectiveness.
"Do you consider staff development as one of those
affecting factors success in your business'*'-" Rate your
response using the fve-point scale provided.
® i1
, , 
-Awareness Of The R__ tL_
Data 5beetJ_.
To begin this subject in the int-view.. make a
statement like this....
"The small 1 person often doesInt have much
resources 1 his business. As he 1 is concerned about the
success of the firm, he should know the factors that help the
growth and success of 1 business- Do you know that staff
training promotes the success of your businessl Please rate
using your answer la - m
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-® iguestion L5 Data 5-h-e-etl--
To commence the discussion on i topic in the
interview, make.a remark like....
"Whenever 
we run a business, participate manner. 
Sometimes the manag allows the workers to
1 the making of decisions affacting the
business. At other times, the manager permits the workers
themselves to make decisions concerning various business
business matters. At the other extreme, 
the manager alone 
makes all
the 
decisions.
Explain fully interviewee distinctions
leadership etween the three styles. him/her Ask describe
how he/she takes decisions i his/her business. Then ask
him/her l the leadership style used has affected
his/her attitude to staff training, and if so, how. Finally,
ask the interviewee to rate the extent to which he/she
promotes staff training in the firm.
l t®,'
Data aheetl.
Z discussion this topic, make a statement
like this....
"Staff development skills are those that are required to
organize, conduct, and assess training i i
firm. f irms possess these skills to ensure that their
training programs satisfy the needs of their employees.
skills Which of these in your firm?
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Show the list of staff development skills to the
interviewee, explaining each one in order to ensure that the
correct responses are provided.
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®r' T7
Data 5heet
Note: Record the time
the interview began
Being 
n- 
n" 
COTTI 
ELORIDA
_Interview 
g9de 
Data
_Notes Name: (Name 
of 
Person 
Interviewed)
Interviewer:
essential 
1. What factors are in your business? following
using factors this scale:
5 - Most Essential
Essential
Essential
Slightly Essential
_ -Not At All Esentil
-Training
-Education
-Development
-Flexible, 'informal control system
Close, unstructured communication
final 
System
i
-Entrepreneur 
as 
maker
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Entrepreneurial behavior
-Innovation
-Creativity
_ Managerial competence
_ Managerial skills
skills
- Interpersonal 
1 4 "1 characteristics
involvementTop management Setting kills of k y employees
priorities
early phase
l
-Maintenance 
of 
a orientation
critical 
2. What 
lacking 
using small black-owned businesses?Rate the following factors this scale:
5 - Most Lacking
Lacking
- Slight' 
- 1
lacking1 
- Not at all -Systematic 
Venture 
and reserve
api
financial
planning
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----Yodern equipment
Availability of consultants
Departmentation
- Managerial skills
skills
development 
- Employee 3. Is staff determinants in your firm?
-Yes -No
r rate your response on the following
l Significant.
significant.
3 Significant.
2 - Not Very Significant.
1 - Not At All Significant.
How much job-related training have
you Wed your employees during
the past i years?
-More than three years
-One to three years
-Less than one year
Have r L
the role of staff development
in the success of your firm? Y
response 
Rate 
your 
following 
scale**
Aware.
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4 - Very Aware.
2 - Not Very Aware.
1 - Not At All Aware.
5. What i
® leadership'.?
~i ; decisions
-Workers make most major decisions
decisions
leadership 
____,,wner 
alone makes business 
Does your i
b
If yes, in what way? -Positively-_---,Negatl*vely
If positively, 'in what form(s) do you promote
staff development?
training.
Formal training within
e
firm.
Formal training i specified
following 
institutions.
6. Do you regard the staff training
skills firm?
® 1.
-Determine projects fo  instructional development. 
Yes No
Assess learner characteristics*
- Analyse the structural charactericti-
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of jobs, tasks, and content. Yes No
characteristics -----Write statements of learner
outcomes. Yes No
Specify _ Analyse learning environment. Yes No
Sequence learner outcomes. Yes No
strategies. Yes No
-Sequence learner activities, -To
instructional Determine instructional
resources appropriate to
activities. Yes
Evaluate instruction. Yes No
Create courses, learning
package, and workshop
management system. Yes NO
Plan and monitor instruct-
ional development projects Yes No
Communicate effectively in
visual, oral and itten
form. Yes No
Demonstrate appropriate
interpersonal, group pr o,%.,.
behavior. and consulting s No
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